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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY 
STATE OF GEORGIA 

 
STATE OF GEORGIA 
 
v. 
 
DAVID J. SHAFER et al., 
 

Defendants. 

Case No. 23SC188947 

 
DEFENDANT DAVID J. SHAFER’S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY THE 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY FOR FULTON COUNTY, GEORGIA, ATLANTA 
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, AND THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE FROM 

FURTHER PROSECUTION OF THIS ACTION 
AND FOR AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING1  

 
“If I were to comment on any open case, it would be a reason to conflict my office out.” 

Fulton County District Attorney Fani T. Willis, November 14, 2023 (emphasis added)  

(to a reporter for The Washington Post)2 

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 The Fulton County District Attorney, Fani Willis, has engaged in a pattern of 

prosecutorial, forensic misconduct which compels her disqualification from the 

prosecution of this case as well as the disqualification of her entire Office and prosecution 

staff. All of the causes for the disqualification are self-inflicted blows. Straying wildly from 

the legal guardrails which are designed to protect the accused from improper, 

 
1 As set forth in earlier filings by other co-defendants and in a current motion by defendant 
Cathleen Latham, District Attorney Willis and her Office have already been found to have 
a direct, actual conflict in this matter that, under Georgia law McLaughlin v. Payne, 295 
Ga. 609 (2014), requires her and her entire Office to be disqualified from the investigation 
and any further prosecution.  If this Court grants Mrs. Latham’s motion, in which Mr. 
Shafer joins,  to correct that earlier mistake and disqualifies District Attorney Willis and 
her Office now on that existing basis, it need not address the issues raised in defendant 
Michael Roman’s, which Mr. Shafer also adopts, or this motion. 
 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wrjx4V3OYM.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wrjx4V3OYM
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extrajudicial comments by a prosecutor, the District Attorney, for over a year-and-a-half, 

has given multiple interviews where she has improperly labeled some of the defendants 

as “Fake Electors” and commented on the righteousness of her investigation and 

prosecution. The District Attorney’s pattern of prejudicial public statements in relation to 

this case reached a new high—or low—on January 14, 2024, in the sanctuary of Big Bethel 

A.M.E. Church in Atlanta. 

It is important to set the stage. On January 8, 2024, defendant Michael Roman 

filed a Motion to Dismiss Grand Jury Indictment as Fatally Defective and Motion to 

Disqualify The District Attorney, Her Office and The Special Prosecutor From Further 

Prosecuting This Matter (Roman Motion to Dismiss) in this action, alleging that: 

1. District Attorney Willis began a romantic relationship with attorney Nathan 

Wade prior to hiring Mr. Wade as a special assistant district attorney, under a 

limited contract with a cap on the amount he could charge the County, on or about 

November 1, 2021. The next day, Mr. Wade filed for divorce from his wife; 

2. In March of 2022, District Attorney Willis and Mr. Wade modified the 

initial professional services agreement; 

3. During this time, District Attorney Willis and Mr. Wade continued their 

personal, romantic relationship; 

4. On or about November 15, 2022, District Attorney Willis and Mr. Wade 

signed an extension of the professional services agreement through May 15, 2023; 

and 

5. District Attorney Willis and Mr. Wade continued their personal, romantic 

relationship before and after the November 15, 2022, extension of Mr. Wade’s 

contract.  
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 See Roman Motion to Dismiss, pp. 5-7. The Roman Motion to Dismiss further alleges 

that: 

While the filings in the divorce case are sealed by Court order, undersigned 
counsel has learned that Willis and Wade have traveled personally together 
to such places as Napa Valley, California, Florida and the Caribbean and 
Wade has purchased tickets for both of them to travel on both the 
Norwe[gi]an and Royal Carrib[b]ean cruise lines. 
 

Id. at 9.  

 Rather than properly addressing the accuracy of Mr. Roman’s allegations, the 

District Attorney chose a church setting to deflect the Roman allegations by making the 

most offensive and incendiary allegations against her accusers—forcing the defendants 

onto the lethal third rail of American politics, and in her own words, “playing the race 

card.” The obvious intent of her remarks was to inject and infect the jury pool in Fulton 

County with unfounded allegations that anyone who dares question her or Mr. Wade’s 

conduct must have done so for racist purposes. As an attorney and, most importantly, a 

public prosecutor, her comments which directly affected the pending litigation were 

indefensible and reprehensible. These comments constitute prosecutorial, forensic 

misconduct and warrant her removal and that of her Office from the prosecution of this 

case. 

 Also, if true, the Roman allegations establish District Attorney Willis’ personal 

conflict of interest in hiring Mr. Wade, her romantic partner, causing him to be paid 

hundreds of thousands of dollars with public funds, receiving personal benefits from him 

in the form of paid airline tickets, expensive ocean cruises and vacations to exotic 

destinations and never revealing to the Fulton County Board of Commissioners the nature 

of her relationship with Mr. Wade, or the personal benefits she received from him. 
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 In fact, rather than reveal disclose her relationship with Mr. Wade, she chose to 

affirmatively conceal the existence of the personal benefits received from Mr. Wade by 

failing to disclose these benefits and gifts on her omitting them from her required 

financial disclosure reports. Financial disclosure reports are required for a reason. It 

forces the public official to list any benefits the office received from any “prohibited 

sources,” such as Mr. Wade, who are doing business with the County. She chose to conceal 

the benefits. 

 Additionally, pursuant to the Georgia Constitution, District Attorney Willis, as a 

public officer, is a trustee of the people and a servant of the people and at all times is 

amenable to the people. Her conduct in hiring Mr. Wade, causing hundreds of thousands 

of dollars to be paid to him, benefitting personally, and failing to disclose her conduct is 

a clear breach of her fiduciary responsibility as trustee to the citizens of Fulton County, 

Georgia. 

 Pursuant to these facts and others set forth herein, defendant David J. Shafer 

accordingly moves for disqualification of the District Attorney and her Office from 

representing the State of Georgia in this action based upon the District Attorney’s public 

statements and conflicts of interest.3 The District Attorney’s publicized statements have 

 
3 Mr. Shafer fully recognizes that “[d]ismissal of an indictment is an extreme sanction, 
‘used only sparingly as [a remedy] for unlawful government conduct.’” Olsen v. State, 302 
Ga. 288, 294 (2017) (quoting State v. Lampl, 296 Ga. 892, 896 (2015)). However, the 
State’s misconduct can violate due process where it is “‘so extreme that it caused 
demonstrable prejudice to the defendant’s recognized constitutional or statutory 
rights…’” Gober v. State, 249 Ga. App. 168, 171 (2001) (citing McGarvey v. State, 186 Ga. 
App. 562, 564 (1988)). In addition, federal courts in this jurisdiction have held that “[t]he 
dismissal of an indictment on the ground of prosecutorial misconduct is a discretionary 
call…” United States v. Jordan, 316 F.3d 1215, 1248-49 (11th Cir. 2003) (citing United 
States v. Pendergraft, 297 F.3d 1198 (11th Cir. 2002)). While Mr. Shafer does not request 
dismissal of the Indictment in this motion, Mr. Shafer intends to adopt motions by co-
defendants seeking dismissal of the Indictment based upon District Attorney Willis’ 
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been severely prejudicial to the defense. Furthermore, the District Attorney’s employment 

of Mr. Wade to investigate and prosecute the defendants and payments to Mr. Wade of 

over a half a million dollars from the Fulton County treasury while allowing Mr. Wade to 

pay for vacations for the District Attorney and other personal expenses constitutes a 

disqualifying conflict of interest as well as a violation of ethical rules applicable to 

attorneys and Fulton County employees, and potentially criminal law. 

The defendants possess a due process right to a fair trial with an impartial jury and 

a disinterested prosecutor. The Court furthermore possesses duties to ensure that the 

defendants receive a fair trial with an impartial jury, and to preserve public confidence in 

the impartiality of the administration of justice. The District Attorney’s improper and 

prejudicial actions, which are intentional, self-inflicted wounds, warrant her 

disqualification as a representative of the State of Georgia in this action and 

disqualification of her Office, in vindication of defendants’ rights and restoration of both 

the appearance of and actual impartiality of these proceedings. 

A. District Attorney Willis’ Public Statements to the News Media 
Regarding “The Race Card,” Her “Winning” “Superstar” Team,” and Her 
Direct Communications from God 

 
 On January 14, 2024, District Attorney Willis made the following statements 

during a televised speech to an audience at Big Bethel AME Church in Atlanta: 

Why does [Fulton County] Commissioner [Bridget] Thorne, and so 
many others, question my decision in special counsel? Lord, your flawed, 
hard-headed and imperfect child--I’m a little… confused. I appointed three 
special counsel as is my right to do. Paid them all the same hourly rate. They 
only attack one. 

 
conduct. Mr. Shafer submits that the Court may find that the remedy of dismissing or 
quashing the prosecution’s Indictment is warranted as a sanction for District Attorney 
Willis’ numerous acts of misconduct and breaches of the law and rules of professional 
conduct, as set forth in the various motions filed concerning District Attorney Willis’ 
conduct. 
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I hired one white woman. A good personal friend and great lawyer. A 
superstar, I tell you. 

I hired one white man. Brilliant, my friend and a great lawyer. 
And I hired one Black man. Another superstar. A great friend… and 

a great lawyer. 
O Lord, they going to be mad when I call them out on this nonsense. 
First thing they said, "oh she going to play the race card now." But 

no, God, isn’t it them playing the race card when they only question 
one? Isn’t it them playing the race card when they constantly think that I 
need someone from some other jurisdiction, in some other state, to tell me 
how to do a job I’ve been doing almost 30 years? 

[Applause.] 
God, why don’t they look at themselves and just be honest? I mean, 

can’t they keep it [ ] with themselves? Why are they so surprised that a 
diverse team that I assembled, your child, can accomplish extraordinary 
things? 

God, wasn’t it them who attacked this lawyer of impeccable 
credentials? The Black man I chose has been a judge more than 10 years. 
Run a private practice more than 20. Represented businesses in civil 
litigation. I ain’t done, y’all. Served as a prosecutor, a criminal defense 
lawyer, Special Assistant Attorney General. Won Chief Justice Robert 
Benham Award from the State Bar of Georgia—you know, they ain’t just 
giving this to Black men. 

How come God, the same Black man I hired was acceptable when a 
Republican in another county hired him and paid him twice the 
rate? [Applause] Oh y’all like to hear me. [Applause.] In another county, the 
elected official has the authority to pay him twice the rate. Why is the white 
male Republican’s judgment good enough, but the Black female 
Democrat’s not? 

[Applause.] 
Now please hear me: I am not criticizing his judgment. The people of 

his county elected him to make that decision. In fact, let me put it on the 
record, he’s someone I respect, because he was always willing to hire 
diversity. He was just looking for quality. I don’t care political party—they 
care about it. My only question is: why do they question me? 

Now I want to be clear: all three of these special counselors are 
superstars. But I’m just asking, God: is it that some will never see a Black 
man as qualified, no matter his achievements? What more can one 
achieve? The other two have never been judges, but no one questions their 
credentials. I’m just saying. [Applause] 

Lord, I’m just asking. Is it that I, because of the shell you chose to 
put me in, will never be qualified in their eyes to make the decisions the 
voters put me here to make? 

[Applause.] 
Lord, never mind your flawed, imperfect servant has composed a 

team that wins and wins and wins. [Applause.] Never mind, Lord, that this 
leader has a trial conviction rate of 95 percent. [Applause.] Never mind, 
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Lord, that the trial team that this lawyer put together has a conviction rate 
of 95 percent. [Applause.] Never mind, Lord, that the appellate rate of my 
office is 96 percent. [Applause.] Never mind, Lord, that 400 plus children 
are touched by the programming that my staff put together to keep them 
out of gangs. [Applause.] Never mind, Lord, that thousands of records of 
citizens in my county have now been restricted so that they can work, and 
get home and return to being productive. [Applause.] Never mind, Lord, 
that in three years I have cut the backlog by more than 50 percent. 
[Applause.] Never mind, Lord, in my community where in the rest of the 
country crime is down five or seven percent, is down 20 percent here. 
[Applause.] Never mind, Lord, that homicides are down in Atlanta by 20 
percent. [Applause.] Is there something about me, Lord, that makes me still 
unqualified?  

God [ ] responds, “Child, pray for those. They can’t see what I’ve 
qualified.” [Applause.]  

Wait God. I’m going to slow down here. It’s your hard-headed child. I 
told you I don’t want to pray f0r them. [Laughter.] I am tired of being 
treated cruelly.  

Pray for them anyway, child. Pray for their hearts. Pray for their 
souls. I qualified you. I qualified your imperfect, flawed self. I saw you in 
every hour. Do my work. Ignore the distractions.4  

 
(Emphasis added). As she knew they would be, her statements were widely reported by 

national and local news media, and the recording of her statements was published 

numerous times online. Irrespective of her vagueness as to whom her statements were 

directed to, it is plain that they were directed towards Mr. Roman and intended to taint 

the jury pool in this case. 

 Following District Attorney Willis’ public statements at the church, a flood of 

media stories were published with headlines such as “Fani Willis, Trump Georgia 

case prosecutor, ends silence on misconduct accusations,” “Fulton County 

DA Fani Willis defends special prosecutor following allegation of romantic 

relationship,” “Fulton DA defends special prosecutor during church speech,” 

 
4  FOX 5 Atlanta, ”Fani Willis Big Bethel AME Church full speech | FOX 5 News” (January 
14, 2024) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA . 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA
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“What you need to know about the drama surrounding Fulton County DA 

Fani Willis,” “Judge in Trump Georgia case orders hearing on Fani Willis 

misconduct claims,“ “Lawyer hired to prosecute Trump in Georgia is thrust 

into the spotlight over affair claims,” and “How Allegations of an Office 

Romance Came to Complicate the Case Against Trump.” See Exhibit A. The 

media correctly understood that Willis’ statements accused her critics of racism: “Willis 

vigorously defended Wade’s credentials at a church service on Sunday and suggested the 

questioning of his hiring was rooted in racism. She has three special prosecutors working 

on the election case — a white woman, a white man and a Black man — ‘they only attacked 

one,’ she said, referring to Wade..” Id., p. 36. 

B.  Other Public Statements by District Attorney Willis Relating to The Case 
and The Defendants 

 
On the evening of May 2, 2022, District Attorney Willis voluntarily appeared on 

CNN. Willis said the following concerning her investigation on national television: 

Um, we are going to look at anything connected with, um, interference with 
the 2020 election. And so I’ve allowed that to be a broad scope, not just the 
President’s phone call that you played there. But other things that indicate 
that there may have been interference with that… election. To include fake 
electorates [sic].5  

 
(Emphasis supplied). 

 In the wake of District Attorney Willis’ statements on national cable news, the news 

media published numerous pieces concerning Mr. Shafer and the other 2020 nominee 

Republican Presidential Electors with headlines such as “GOP fake electors ‘targets’ 

in Georgia election fraud inquiry,” “Fake GOP electors targeted in Fulton 

 
5 Id. 
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County special grand jury probe,” “Georgia fake electors may face charges in 

election probe,” “Georgia prosecutors ‘target’ 16 ‘fake electors’ in 2020 

election probe,” “Georgia GOP bankrolls lawyers for ‘fake’ Trump electors in 

Fulton County DA probe,” “Judge: GOP head can’t share lawyers with other 

fake electors,” “Georgia DA seeks to disqualify attorney for ‘fake electors’ in 

Trump investigation,” “Fulton DA offered immunity to ‘fake’ electors, asks 

for attorney to remove[ ] from case, motion shows,” “Fulton DA seeks to 

disqualify lawyer for some GOP fake electors, citing ‘ethical mess,’” “Fake 

Trump electors pointing fingers in Georgia election inquiry; DA seeks 

removal of defense attorney,” “‘Ethical mess’ | Georgia’s ‘fake’ Trump electors 

turn on each other, Fulton DA says,” “Fani Willis wants lawyer for Trump 

fake electors off the case, says there’s conflict,” “‘Fake’ Coffee County Trump 

elector wants 2020 Georgia election investigation ended,” “At least 8 fake 

electors have immunity in Ga. election probe,” “8 Trump ‘fake electors’ have 

accepted immunity in Georgia election probe, attorney says,” “Who are 

Georgia’s alleged fake electors in the Donald Trump investigation?,” “Georgia 

Trump investigation | Who are the ‘fake’ or ‘alternate’ electors?,” “Fani Willis 

successfully flipped eight ‘fake electors.’ Why that matters to Trump,” “Fake 

Electors ‘Perfectly’ Positioned to Flip on Donald Trump: Kirschner,” and 

“Prosecutors push back on efforts by 3 Trump 'fake electors' to have their 

Georgia cases moved to federal court.” See Exhibit B. 
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C.   “Find Me The Votes: A Hard-Charging Georgia Prosecutor, a Rogue 
President, and the Plot to Steal an American Election” 

 
 On January 30, 2024, Hachette Book Group published a book entitled Find Me 

The Votes: A Hard-Charging Georgia Prosecutor, a Rogue President, and the Plot to 

Steal an American Election, about District Attorney Willis and the “ongoing” criminal 

case. See Michael Isikoff & Daniel Klaidman, Find Me The Votes: A Hard-Charging 

Georgia Prosecutor, a Rogue President, and the Plot to Steal an American Election, 

Acknowledgements (1st ed. 2024) (Find Me The Votes). According to the authors, District 

Attorney Willis gave them “access and time…” Id. District Attorney Willis certainly knew 

that this book, featuring her as the “hard-charging,” afraid of nothing, prosecutor would 

be published and available to the public prior to the trial of this case. In the extensive 

interviews, District Attorney Willis continued her themes regarding racism and provided 

details of racist comments and threats of violence against her and her need for enhanced 

security, as well as God’s protection and direction of her during the handling of this case. 

Id. at 2, 6, 225, 271, 273. 

Among other things, District Attorney Willis told the authors that, since her Office 

had opened this case, the Office had gotten a lot of comments, and that the comments 

were “always racist.” See Find Me The Votes, p. 223. District Attorney Willis also 

purportedly told the authors “[w]e all have to live by a certain standard of rules. And if 

you violate them, you catch a charge.” Id. at 255 (emphasis in original). 
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II. ARGUMENT 

“[W]hen you represent the citizens… you need to be beyond reproach.” 

Fulton County District Attorney Fani T. Willis,  

August 6, 2020 (emphasis added) (to a reporter for 11Alive News)6 

A. The Court Should Disqualify District Attorney Willis as Counsel for The 
State of Georgia in This Action Based Upon The District Attorney’s 
Misconduct in the Form of Repeated, Prejudicial Public Statements to the 
News Media 

 
 “The television camera is a powerful weapon. Intentionally or inadvertently, it 

can destroy an accused and his case in the eyes of the public.” Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 

532, 543 (1965)  (emphasis added). This statement was true when it was made by the 

United States Supreme Court in Estes in 1965, and it is even more true today in the age of 

the internet, cellphones, social media, and near-universal instant access to news. 

Due process requires “‘[a] fair trial in a fair tribunal…” Estes, 381 U.S. at 543 

(quoting In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133, 136 (1955); quoting Offutt v. United States, 348 

U.S. 11, 14 (1954)). Pursuant to due process, a criminal defendant must be provided with 

“a jury capable and willing to decide the case solely on the evidence before it, and a trial 

judge ever watchful to prevent prejudicial occurrences and to determine the effect of such 

occurrences when they happen.” Smith v. Phillips, 455 U.S. 209, 217 (1982); accord 

Inman v. State, 281 Ga. 67, 74 (2006) (quoting Smith, at 217).  

 
6 “Fani Willis talks about race against D.A. Paul Howard,” 11Alive (August 6, 2020), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CEM3GfiLdo . 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CEM3GfiLdo
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Under Georgia law, a prosecuting attorney may be disqualified based upon a 

conflict of interest or “forensic misconduct.” See Whitworth v. State, 275 Ga. App. 790, 

792 (2005) (citing Williams v. State, 258 Ga. 305, 314 (1988)); see also Woods v.  

Covington County Bank, 537 F.2d 804, 813 n. 12 (5th Cir. 1976) (stating that courts may 

disqualify an attorney where has been a reasonable possibility of improper professional 

conduct where “the likelihood of public suspicion or obloquy outweighs the social 

interests which will be served by a lawyer's continued participation in a particular case”). 

“Prosecutor's forensic misconduct may be generally defined as any activity by the 

prosecutor which tends to divert the jury from making its determination of guilt or 

innocence by weighing the legally admitted evidence in the manner prescribed by law.” 

Note, The Nature and Consequences of Forensic Misconduct in The Prosecution of a 

Criminal Case, 54 Colum. L. Rev. 946, 949 (1954) (emphasis added) (cited at Williams, 

at 314). 

 In regard to publicity, “[d]ue process requires that the accused receive a trial by an 

impartial jury free from outside influences.” Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, 362 

(1966). “Given the pervasiveness of modern communications and the difficulty of effacing 

prejudicial publicity from the minds of the jurors, the trial courts must take strong 

measures to ensure that the balance is never weighed against the accused.” Id. “[T]he 
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atmosphere essential to the preservation of a fair trial—the most fundamental of all 

freedoms—must be maintained at all costs.” Estes, 381 U.S. at 540. 

 The Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct state that: 

A lawyer who is participating or has participated in the investigation or 
litigation of a matter shall not make an extrajudicial statement that a person 
would reasonably believe to be disseminated by means of public 
communication if the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that it will 
have a substantial likelihood of materially prejudicing an adjudicative 
proceeding in the matter. 

 
Ga. R. Prof. Cond. 3.6(a). The Rules of Professional Conduct furthermore provide that a 

prosecutor in a criminal case shall, “except for statements that are necessary to inform 

the public of the nature and extent of the prosecutor’s action and that serve a legitimate 

law enforcement purpose, refrain from making extrajudicial comments that have a 

substantial likelihood of heightening public condemnation of the accused.” Ga. R. Prof. 

Cond. 3.8(g) (emphasis added). 

 District Attorney Willis spoke to the audience and news media present at the 

church from notes which she had prepared.7  The District Attorney referenced the race of 

each of the private attorneys whom the District Attorney had employed in relation to the 

Indictment, and asked the audience whether Fulton County Commissioner Bridget 

Thorne and others who criticized her were “playing the race card.” District Attorney Willis 

proceeded to refer to Mr. Wade as the “Black man,” and asked why a “white male 

Republican’s judgment” was allegedly “good enough” but a “Black female Democrat’s” 

judgment allegedly was not. She then asked whether there were some persons who “will 

 
7  “Fani Willis Big Bethel AME Church full speech | FOX 5 News,” FOX 5 Atlanta (January 
14, 2024), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA . 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA
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never see a Black man as qualified, no matter his achievements,” and whether she would 

ever be qualified in the eyes of such people because of the “shell” she had been “put in.” 

 District Attorney Willis’ publicized statements suggested that Commissioner 

Thorne, Mr. Roman and the District Attorney’s other critics are motivated by alleged 

racial prejudice or animus. The media likewise interpreted District Attorney Willis’ 

statements as suggesting that Mr. Roman and others questioning the District Attorney’s 

employment or compensation of Mr. Wade were “racist.”8 District Attorney Willis, in 

making highly-publicized, inflammatory and scandalous remarks suggesting that her 

opponents are racist, has heightened condemnation of the defendants in this action and 

prejudiced the defendants’ due process right to a fair trial before an impartial jury, free 

from outside influences, in violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct. The District 

Attorney has willfully attempted to prejudice any jury panel selected in this case through 

insinuating that her opponents are allegedly racist. And finally, District Attorney Willis 

has contributed to the poisoning of any potential jury pool in this case by providing 

information regarding the investigation and prosecution in this case for a book which has 

been published prior to trial. 

Accusing Commissioner Thorne and many others (including Mr. Roman) of 

allegedly playing the “race card,” District Attorney Willis asked why no one had 

questioned her hiring of one white woman (attorney Anna Cross) and one white man 

(attorney John Floyd) as special assistant district attorneys while questioning her hiring 

of Mr. Wade, a Black man. The answer is obvious. There is no evidence whatsoever that 

 
8 https://www.newsweek.com/fani-willis-tears-marjorie-taylor-greene-1860775; 
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/01/18/us/fani-willis-trump-georgia-prosecutors.html. 
 

https://www.newsweek.com/fani-willis-tears-marjorie-taylor-greene-1860775
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/01/18/us/fani-willis-trump-georgia-prosecutors.html
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District Attorney Willis has a romantic relationship with either of the “white” special 

assistant district attorneys, caused several hundred thousand dollars to be paid to them, 

received personal gifts from them in the form of airline flights, seat upgrades, hotel stays, 

ocean cruises, wine country tours and beach vacations, and failed to report such gifts on 

her financial disclosure forms. Sadly, it is District Attorney Willis who is playing the race 

card in order to deflect attention from her own misconduct and conflicts of interest. 

 The U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that “[t]he heightened public clamor 

resulting from radio and television coverage will inevitably result in prejudice.” Estes, 381 

U.S. at 549. District attorneys and their offices have been disqualified or recused from 

prosecutions for making prejudicial statements to the media in other cases. See People v. 

Lastra, 83 Cal. App. 5th 816, 819, 821, 824 (2022), as modified on denial of reh’g (Sept. 

28, 2022), review denied (Jan. 11, 2023) (affirming the trial court’s granting of the 

defendants’ motion to recuse the district attorney’s office from the prosecution of the 

defendants for charges relating to a protest march where the district attorney had made 

media and public appearances, and posts on social media, making statements critical of 

the Black Lives Matter movement); People v. Choi, 80 Cal. App. 4th 476, 479, 480, 484 

(2000) (trial court’s order recusing the entire district attorney’s office affirmed where the 

district attorney made statements to the press, stating his belief that the defendants, who 

were charged with murder, were connected to an uncharged murder, affirmed). However, 

the fact that District Attorney Willis has willfully and publicly raised racial arguments 

relating to the issues in this action makes disqualification of District Attorney Willis and 

her Office from representing the State in this action on grounds of the District Attorney’s 

violations of the Rules of Professional Conduct uniquely appropriate. The United States 

Supreme Court has recognized that: 
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[D]iscrimination on the basis of race, “odious in all aspects, is especially 
pernicious in the administration of justice,” Rose v. Mitchell, 443 U.S. 545, 
555 [(1979)], damaging “both the fact and the perception” of the jury’s role 
as “a vital check against the wrongful exercise of power by the State,” 
Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S. 400, 411 [(1991)]. 

 
Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, 580 U.S. 206, 208 (2017). The jury is supposed to be a 

criminal defendant’s “‘protection of life and liberty against race or color prejudice.’” Id. at 

209 (quoting McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 310 (1987); quoting Strauder v. West 

Virginia, 100 U.S. 303, 309 (1880)). 

 As one court has observed, “[r]eliance on racial or ethnic bias has no place in the 

justice system.” State v. Horntvedt, 539 P.3d 869, 874 (Wash. Ct. App. 2023) (citing State 

v. Zamora, 199 Wash.2d 698, 723 (2022); Rose, 443 U.S. at 555; State v. Sum, 199 

Wash.2d 627, 640 (2022)). “A defendant is deprived of their right to an impartial jury 

‘when explicit or implicit racial bias is a factor in a jury’s verdict.’” State v. Bagby, 200 

Wash.2d 777, 787 (2023) (reversing the defendant’s convictions for burglary, fourth 

degree assault, and harassment, finding that “the prosecutor in [the defendant’s] case 

engaged in conduct that flagrantly or apparently intentionally appealed to racial bias and 

thus undermined [the defendant’s] credibility and the presumption of his innocence”) 

(quoting State v. Berhe, 193 Wash.2d 647, 657 (2019)). “Because the prosecutor is a 

representative of the State, it is especially damaging to… constitutional principles when 

the prosecutor introduces racial discrimination or bias into the jury system.” Zamora, at 

710.9 A court “must be vigilant of conduct that appears to appeal to racial or ethnic bias…” 

Id. at 714.  

 
9 One district attorney was even removed from office, as opposed to a particular 
prosecution, for use of racist language. See In re Spivey, 345 N.C. 404, 408, 419 (1997) 
(affirming trial court’s order removing a district attorney from office where the district 
attorney had used an abusive racial epithet during a confrontation with a patron at a bar). 
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 District Attorney Willis’ deliberate, inflammatory accusations at an Atlanta church 

that those objecting to her employment and compensation of Mr. Wade are “racist” 

constitute forensic misconduct by the District Attorney in relation to this case and warrant 

her removal as a representative of the State of Georgia in this action. District Attorney 

Willis repeatedly emphasized and contrasted Mr. Wade’s race and the race of two other 

attorneys and that of a politician who had hired Mr. Wade. See Bagby, 200 Wash.2d at 

795 (“Identifying [the defendant] as the black man and [the victim] as the white man in 

opposition to one another in this manner further emphasizes the idea of a racially charged 

‘us’ versus ‘them’ mentality”). The District Attorney’s public appeals based upon racial 

bias or prejudice in relation to her hiring of Mr. Wade were especially inflammatory in 

view of the fact that, earlier in the same speech, District Attorney Willis stated that she 

had received regular death threats and racist abuse as a consequence of this prosecution: 

Oh, my God, you forgot to mention that my life and the life of my family 
would be threatened so regularly. I now think it’s not normal if I don’t have 
two death threats a week. My God, you did not tell me that people would call 
me the N word more than they call me Fani. You did not tell me. As a woman 
of color, it would not matter what I did, my motive, my talent, my ability, 
and my character would be constantly attacked.10 

 
 The District Attorney also improperly injected religion into this case.  In her speech 

at the church, she spoke to the audience about a “response” from “God”--to the effect that 

God had allegedly “qualified” the District Attorney and was directing her to do God’s 

“work.” In an apparent reference to the Roman Motion to Dismiss, she seems to be 

suggesting that God opposes the disqualification motion and approves of her 

 
 
10  FOX 5 Atlanta, “Fani Willis Big Bethel AME Church full speech | FOX 5 News” (January 
14, 2024) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA . 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA
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prosecutorial decisions. District Attorney Willis’ statements to the media that God had 

allegedly “qualified” her and that she is allegedly doing “God’s work” were grossly 

improper and plainly amounted to an “‘inflammatory appeal to… jurors’ private religious 

beliefs.’” Hammond v. State, 264 Ga. 879, 886 (1995) (quoting United States v. Giry, 818 

F.2d 120, 133–134 (1st Cir. 1987)). Her statements concerning her “superstar” team that 

“wins and wins and wins” and has a “95 percent conviction rate” furthermore constituted 

improper vouching for the prosecution to the public, in disregard of the presumption of 

innocence and the prosecution’s burden to prove its charges against the defendants 

beyond a reasonable doubt. Given the prosecution’s purported conviction rate, potential 

jurors would assume that defendants are guilty given that the prosecution “wins” 95 

percent of its cases. 

Moreover, District Attorney Willis’ improper and inaccurate characterization of 

Mr. Shafer and the other 2020 nominee Republican Presidential Electors as “Fake 

Electors” to the national media has been exceedingly prejudicial to Mr. Shafer. At all times 

material to the District Attorney’s Indictment, Mr. Shafer was qualified as a “lawful” 

Presidential Elector pursuant to Georgia law through his nomination as a Presidential 

Elector by the Georgia Republican Party. See O.C.G.A. § 21-2-130(3) & (4). Mr. Shafer was 

nominated as a Presidential Elector by the Georgia Republican Party in March of 2020, 

approximately eight months before the November 2020 general election. In the conduct 

alleged in the Indictment, Mr. Shafer was acting pursuant to federal law and the 

Constitution, the advice of legal counsel, and he and the other nominee Republican 

Presidential Electors were following the precedent of the 1960 presidential election in the 
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State of Hawaii.11 Mr. Shafer and the other 2020 nominee Republican Presidential 

Electors were not “fake” electors, and the District Attorney’s public comments improperly 

characterizing them as such have greatly prejudiced Mr. Shafer’s and the other 

Presidential Elector defendants’ primary defense to the prosecution’s charges against 

them, with the false characterization being widely spread and constantly repeated by the 

media. In addition, in the nominee Presidential Elector defendants’ efforts to remove this 

action to federal court, United States District Court Judge Steve Jones recognized that the 

term “Fake Electors” is inaccurate and misleading, finding:  

Shafer along with the fifteen other individuals who met as the Republican-
nominated presidential electors have been deemed “fake electors,” in the 
media and were referred to as such by the State at the evidentiary hearing 
in this matter. Hearing Tr. 8:6-12; 68:18–21. Shafer’s counsel urged that 
they be referred to as “contingent electors.” Id. 9:7–11. Neither term, 
however, adequately describes the Republican-nominated presidential 
electors under federal or Georgia law... For the sake of precision and 
clarity, therefore, the Court will use the term “Republican nominated 
presidential electors” to describe Shafer and the other fifteen individuals 
that attended the December 14, 2020 meeting. 

 
Georgia v. Shafer, civil action number 1:23-CV-03720-SCJ (N.D. Ga. 2023), Order issued 

August 29, 2023, p. 3 n. 3. 

 
11  [I]n 1960, Hawaii appointed two slates of electors and Congress chose to 

count the one appointed on January 4, 1961, well after the Title 3 deadlines. 
See Josephson & Ross, Repairing the Electoral College, 22 J. Legis. 145, 
166, n. 154 (1996)… 
Republican electors were certified by the Acting Governor on November 28, 
1960. A recount was ordered to begin on December 13, 1960. Both 
Democratic and Republican electors met on the appointed day to cast their 
votes. On January 4, 1961, the newly elected Governor certified the 
Democratic electors. The certification was received by Congress on January 
6, the day the electoral votes were counted. Josephson & Ross, 22 J. Legis., 
at 166, n. 154. 

 
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 127 (2000) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (emphasis added). If the 
prosecution’s allegations in this case are believed, Justice Stevens was describing alleged 
criminal activity in his opinion in Bush v. Gore.  
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District Attorney Willis’ labelling the nominee Presidential Electors as “Fake 

Electors” furthermore amounts to an improper and prejudicial opinion that Mr. Shafer 

and the other Presidential Elector defendants’ actions were allegedly illegal. “‘The 

prosecutor should not express his or her personal belief or opinion as to the truth or falsity 

of any testimony or evidence or the guilt of the defendant.’” Woods v. State, 275 Ga. 844, 

848 (2002) (quoting ABA Standards of Criminal Justice Relating to the Prosecution 

Function).  

 District Attorney Willis’ “remarks were part of a calculated plan evincing a design 

to prejudice the defendant[s] in the minds of the jurors…” Williams, 258 Ga. at 314 

(affirming the trial court’s denial of the defendant’s motion to disqualify where the 

prosecutor made statements to the media prior to the fourth trial of the defendant, stating 

“So far as I see it, the score is 35-to-1 for conviction, and I'm confident that if we bring it 

back and get a jury that is willing and able to decide, then we'll get the right result,” and 

“In my opinion, therefore, there is substantial reason to believe [the defendant] is guilty 

of the offense charged”) (citing Pierce v. United States, 86 F.2d 949 (6th Cir. 1936); 

Dunlop v. United States, 165 U.S. 486 (1897). District Attorney Willis used the media 

attention surrounding this case to make public comments intended to inflict as much 

damage on her opponents as she believed that she could get away with. In contrast, the 

prosecution is wholly dismissive of District Attorney Willis’ nationally televised 

comments relating to the case, asserting in its State’s Opposition to Defendants Roman, 

Trump, and Cheeley’s Motions to Dismiss and to Disqualify the District Attorney 

(Opposition) that “District Attorney Willis has made no public statements that warrant 

disqualification or judicial inquiry…” Opposition, p. 2. The Court should rightly have 
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serious concerns, however, where a prosecutor and officer of the Court makes public, 

extrajudicial statements suggesting that her critics, including the defendants, are racist. 

 District Attorney Willis’ intentional, prejudicial public statements amount to 

forensic misconduct warranting the disqualification of the District Attorney and her 

Office. The Court should act to safeguard the defendants’ right to a fair trial by an 

impartial jury, free from outside influences and, above all, appeals to racial prejudice by 

the prosecution. See Bagby, 200 Wash.2d at 803 (“‘[T]he prosecutor’s injection of racial 

discrimination into this case cannot be countenanced at all, not even to the extent of 

contemplating to any degree that the error might be harmless’”) (quoting Berhe, 193 

Wash.2d at 682 (Madsen, C.J., concurring)). District Attorney Willis should be 

disqualified for her misconduct and willful violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct, 

inserting issues of race into this proceeding and into the public forum in an effort to 

prejudice any jury pool in this action against the defendants, in violation of the 

defendants’ due process rights. 

B. The Court Should Disqualify District Attorney Willis as Counsel for The 
State of Georgia in This Action Based Upon The District Attorney’s 
Conflicts of Interest 

 
“I certainly will not be choosing people to date that work under me. Let me 
just say that. Um, you know, we are at a place in society where things happen 
in peoples’ relationships and husband and wife, sometimes there are 
outside relationships. I don’t think that that’s what the community is 
concerned about, although there, you know, might be a moral breaking in 
that. I think that what citizens are really, really concerned about is if you 
chose to have inappropriate contact with employees. I mean there’s 
nothing that I can say on it other than it is distracting, um, and it’s 
certainly inappropriate for the number one law enforcement officer in the 
State, um, and it just—it, it really, really saddens me…” 
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 Fulton County District Attorney Fani T. Willis, 2020 (emphasis added)12 13 

 A criminal defendant possesses a right to a disinterested prosecutor. See Young v. 

U.S. ex rel. Vuitton et Fils S.A., 481 U.S. 787, 807 (1987). Under Georgia law, “[i]f the 

assigned prosecutor has acquired a personal interest or stake in the conviction, the trial 

court abuses its discretion in denying a motion to disqualify h[er]…” Amusement Sales, 

Inc. v. State, 316 Ga. App. 727, 735 (2012) (citing Whitworth, 275 Ga. App. at 796; Young 

v. United States, 481 U.S. 787, 809–814 (1987)). For a district attorney to have a conflict 

in a case “is contrary to public policy…” McLaughlin v. Payne, 295 Ga. 609, 613 (2014) 

(citing Lane v. State, 238 Ga. 407, 408–410 (1977); Clifton v. State, 187 Ga. 502, 504 

(1939)). 

 A conflict of interest exists where “there is a significant risk that the lawyer's own 

interests or the lawyer’s duties to another client, a former client, or a third person will 

materially and adversely affect the representation of the client…” Ga. R. Prof. Cond. 1.7(a). 

District Attorney Willis’ employment of Mr. Wade as a special assistant district attorney 

for the State and paying him more than three times her annual salary while 

simultaneously receiving benefits and gifts from Mr. Wade, all while privately being 

involved in a romantic relationship with him, constitutes an actual, substantial conflict of 

interest for District Attorney Willis. As a prosecuting attorney,  District Attorney Willis 

 
12 
https://twitter.com/TPostMillennial/status/1748487114168394034?ref_src=twsrc%5Et
fw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1748487114168394034%7Ctwgr%5E4f7
ac00384bfc7a826fa332a491ed91ac8f033bd%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F
%2Fthepostmillennial.com%2Fda-fani-willis-slammed-over-video-saying-she-would-
not-date-lower-level-staff  
 
13 District Attorney Willis’ hypocrisy in having a romantic relationship with Mr. Wade 
while criticizing former Fulton County District Attorney Paul Howard for having 
improper sexual contact with employees of the Office is astonishing. 

https://twitter.com/TPostMillennial/status/1748487114168394034?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1748487114168394034%7Ctwgr%5E4f7ac00384bfc7a826fa332a491ed91ac8f033bd%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthepostmillennial.com%2Fda-fani-willis-slammed-over-video-saying-she-would-not-date-lower-level-staff
https://twitter.com/TPostMillennial/status/1748487114168394034?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1748487114168394034%7Ctwgr%5E4f7ac00384bfc7a826fa332a491ed91ac8f033bd%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthepostmillennial.com%2Fda-fani-willis-slammed-over-video-saying-she-would-not-date-lower-level-staff
https://twitter.com/TPostMillennial/status/1748487114168394034?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1748487114168394034%7Ctwgr%5E4f7ac00384bfc7a826fa332a491ed91ac8f033bd%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthepostmillennial.com%2Fda-fani-willis-slammed-over-video-saying-she-would-not-date-lower-level-staff
https://twitter.com/TPostMillennial/status/1748487114168394034?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1748487114168394034%7Ctwgr%5E4f7ac00384bfc7a826fa332a491ed91ac8f033bd%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthepostmillennial.com%2Fda-fani-willis-slammed-over-video-saying-she-would-not-date-lower-level-staff
https://twitter.com/TPostMillennial/status/1748487114168394034?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1748487114168394034%7Ctwgr%5E4f7ac00384bfc7a826fa332a491ed91ac8f033bd%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthepostmillennial.com%2Fda-fani-willis-slammed-over-video-saying-she-would-not-date-lower-level-staff
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“represents, not an ordinary party, but a sovereignty, whose obligation is to govern 

impartially and whose interest in a particular case is not necessarily to win, but to do 

justice.” Collier v. State, 266 Ga. App. 345, 352 (2004) (citing Berger v. United States, 

295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935)).  

District Attorney Willis ’ causing over half a million dollars in County funds to be 

paid to her boyfriend and her receipt of gifts from Mr. Wade in the form of expensive trips 

has been in District Attorney Willis’ personal interest—not in the interest of the State. 

District Attorney Willis furthermore presumably possesses a personal interest in her 

romantic interest, Mr. Wade, continuing to receive large amounts of State or County funds 

by remaining a special assistant district attorney in this case. District Attorney Willis 

knew what she was doing was wrong. The District Attorney herself made accusations of 

sexual misconduct against former Fulton County District Attorney Paul Howard when she 

ran against him in 2020, as shown by the above quote by the District Attorney.  

 The defendants possess a right to a disinterested, conflict-free prosecutor. For its 

part, the State should want to provide–in all cases, but especially this one-conflict-free 

representation that is above reproach. District Attorney Willis should have recused 

herself from this case prior to the return of the Indictment. She should have complied 

with her statutory mandate to notify the Executive Director of the Prosecuting Attorneys’ 

Council of the State of Georgia that she was disqualified from this case as a result of 

“interest or relationship.” See O.C.G.A. § 15-18-5. She failed to take any of these steps. 

i. District Attorney Willis’ Conduct Violated District Attorney Willis’ 
Oath of Office 

 
 District Attorney Willis’ personal, financial conflict of interest in this case is 

especially serious for the reason that District Attorney Willis’ conduct giving rise to the 
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conflict violated District Attorney Willis’ constitutional duties of trust, ethics standards 

applicable to public servants and attorneys and, potentially, criminal statutes. On taking 

office, District Attorney Willis swore an oath to faithfully and impartially discharge her 

duties as District Attorney without fear, favor or affection, and while taking only her 

lawful compensation. See O.C.G.A. § 15-18-2. District Attorney Willis’ entering into a 

contract for her romantic partner to be paid from County funds while receiving benefits 

from Mr. Wade and concealing the relationship from the County does not constitute 

either a faithful or impartial exercise of District Attorney Willis’ duties. 

The prosecution’s Indictment charges certain defendants to this action with 

alleged solicitation of violations by public officers of their oaths of office, in violation of 

O.C.G.A.  §§ 16-4-7 and 16-10-1. See Indictment, pp. 72, 74, 84, 87, 95. District Attorney 

Willis’ conduct in employing her boyfriend at a cost of over half a million dollars to the 

County while failing to disclose the relationship or her receipt of favors constitutes 

conduct either as or more serious as other cases involving violations of section 16-10-1.  

See Nave v. State, 166 Ga. App. 466, 467 (1983) (DeKalb County assistant district attorney 

indicted and convicted for violation of oath of office under O.C.G.A. § 16–10–1 , where the 

attorney received several thousand dollars from a defendant “in exchange for a promise 

not to prosecute her case and provide her with a copy of the state's file against her”); State 

v. Greene, 171 Ga. App. 329, 329 (1984) (reversing grant of special demurrer by clerk of 

the Gwinnett County Recorder's Court, who was indicted for falsifying public records and 

violation of oath by a public officer); Gaskins v. State, 318 Ga. App. 8, 9 (2012) (affirming 

the defendant police officer’s conviction for violation of oath of office where the officer 

ran up charges with, and provided false information to, the carrier for his personal 

wireless phone); Poole v. State, 262 Ga. 718, 718 (1993) (police officer’s conviction for 
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violation of oath affirmed where officer confiscated a handgun and then pawned it to pay 

his water bill). 

The defense has furthermore obtained Fulton County Income and Financial 

Disclosure Reports (Disclosure Reports) for the years 2021 and 2022, signed and 

submitted by District Attorney Willis to the County. See Exhibit C. The Disclosure Reports 

require County officials to disclose “[e]ach gift or favor from a single prohibited source in 

the aggregate amount of $100.00 or more.” Id. at 2. A “prohibited source” includes any 

person “seeking to do or [ ] doing business with the county…” id., which in this case would 

obviously include Mr. Wade. District Attorney Willis did not disclose any of the gifts or 

favors she received from Mr. Wade on the Disclosure Reports. Id. Similar conduct has 

been subject to criminal prosecution. See United States v. Bickers, No. 1:18-CR-98-SCJ-

LTW, 2019 WL 7559292, at *12 (N.D. Ga. Sept. 17, 2019), report and recommendation 

adopted, No. 1:18-CR-00098-SCJ, 2019 WL 5587050 (N.D. Ga. Oct. 30, 2019) (observing 

that the defendant had been charged, inter alia, “with wire fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. 

§§ 1343 and 1349 in connection with the alleged filing of false Financial Disclosure Forms 

via the Internet while receiving her City salary as the Director of Human Services”); 

United States v. Wright, No. CRIM. 11-0262-WS, 2012 WL 1365454, at *1 (S.D. Ala. Apr. 

19, 2012) (defendant mayor indicted for causing his daughter to sell land which the 

defendant had transferred to her to the City pursuant to a grant of funds from the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) without disclosing his conflict of interest). 

Furthermore, for the purposes of the federal honest services mail fraud statute, 18 U.S.C. 

§ 1346, “‘when an official… personally benefits from an undisclosed conflict of interest—

the official has defrauded the public of his honest services.’” United States v. Lopez–

Lukis, 102 F.3d 1164, 1169 (11th Cir. 1997) (the defendant, a county commissioner, who 
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had had a romantic relationship with a lobbyist appearing before the board of 

commissioners and had accepted payments from him, was convicted under section 1346). 

District Attorney Willis’ failure to list the gifts and benefits which she received from Mr. 

Wade on her Disclosure Reports may reasonably be found to constitute evidence of an 

intent on the part of District Attorney Willis to conceal the gifts and benefits from the 

Fulton County Commission and the public. The prosecution’s Opposition, moreover, 

entirely fails to address District Attorney Willis’ omissions from her Disclosure Reports. 

See Opposition. 

District Attorney Willis and her actions are already under investigation by the 

Judiciary Committee of the United States House of Representatives14, and a Special 

Committee of the Georgia State Senate15. In light of her conduct, District Attorney Willis 

must undoubtedly be concerned over the potential consequences of a Republican 

administration in charge of the United States Department of Justice. 

 ii. District Attorney Willis’ Conduct Constituted a Breach of Trust 

 The Georgia Constitution provides that public employees are “trustees of the 

people and servants of the people and are at all times amenable to them.” Georgia Const. 

Art. I, Sec. II.  

Many forms of conduct permissible in a workaday world for those acting at 
arm’s length, are forbidden to those bound by fiduciary ties. A trustee is held 
to something stricter than the morals of the market place. Not honesty 
alone, but the punctilio of an honor the most sensitive, is then the standard 

 
14 Zoë Richards and Rebecca Kaplan, “House Republicans launch inquiry into Jan. 6 panel 
and prosecutor in Trump’s Georgia case,” NBC News (December 5, 2023), 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/house-republicans-launch-inquiry-fani-
willis-jan-6-panel-rcna128242.  
 
15 Shirin Faqiri, “Georgia state Senate approves special committee investigation into Fani 
Willis,” CNN (January 26, 2024), https://edition.cnn.com/2024/01/26/politics/fani-
willis-nathan-wade-georgia-state-senate-investigation/index.html.  

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/house-republicans-launch-inquiry-fani-willis-jan-6-panel-rcna128242
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/house-republicans-launch-inquiry-fani-willis-jan-6-panel-rcna128242
https://edition.cnn.com/2024/01/26/politics/fani-willis-nathan-wade-georgia-state-senate-investigation/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2024/01/26/politics/fani-willis-nathan-wade-georgia-state-senate-investigation/index.html
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of behavior. As to this there has developed a tradition that is unbending and 
inveterate. Uncompromising rigidity has been the attitude of courts of 
equity when petitioned to undermine the rule of undivided loyalty by the 
‘disintegrating erosion’ of particular exceptions. 

 
Meinhard v. Salmon, 249 N.Y. 458, 464, 164 N.E. 545 (1928) (citing 62 A.L.R. 1). A 

trustee’s every action must be above suspicion. See Clark v. Clark, 167 Ga. 1, 5 (1928). 

“Trustees can never be allowed to derive a personal advantage from the use of the trust 

property.” Hanson v. First State Bank & Trust Co., 259 Ga. 710, 714 n. 7 (1989)  (quoting 

Perdue v. McKenzie, 194 Ga. 356, 368 (1942); citing Caruthers v. Corbin, 38 Ga. 75 

(1868); Roberts v. Mansfield, 38 Ga. 452, 458 (1868); Mayor & c. of Macon v. Huff, 60 

Ga. 221, 228 (1878)). It need only be shown that: 

[T]hat the fiduciary allowed himself to be placed in a position where his 
personal interest might conflict with the interest of the beneficiary. It is 
unnecessary to show that the fiduciary succumbed to this temptation, that 
he acted in bad faith, that he gained an advantage, fair or unfair, that the 
beneficiary was harmed. Indeed, the law presumes that the fiduciary acted 
disloyally, and inquiry into such matters is foreclosed. 
 

Fulton Nat. Bank v. Tate, 363 F.2d 562, 571 (5th Cir. 1966). 

 District Attorney Willis accordingly owed the State and County strict duties of 

trust. See Croy v. Whitfield Cnty., 301 Ga. 380, 384 (2017) (finding that a county attorney 

“owe[d] the utmost loyalty and diligence to the county, not only as a consequence of his 

acceptance of a public office of trust, but also because his professional responsibilities as 

a lawyer demand[ed] it”); Haraguchi v. Superior Ct., 43 Cal. 4th 706, 709 (2008) 

(“Prosecutors are public fiduciaries”). District Attorney Willis has breached those duties 

of trust in knowingly causing hundreds of thousands in State or County funds to be paid 

to her boyfriend, and by knowingly accepting gratuities from Mr. Wade. 
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iii. District Attorney Willis’ Conduct Violated Georgia Law Governing The 
Employment of Assistant District Attorneys 

 
 District Attorney Willis’ employment of Mr. Wade as an assistant district attorney 

was unlawful. Georgia law permits a district attorney to employ: 

[S]uch additional assistant district attorneys, deputy district attorneys, or 
other attorneys, investigators, paraprofessionals, clerical assistants, victim 
and witness assistance personnel, and other employees or independent 
contractors as may be provided for by local law or as may be authorized by 
the governing authority of the county or counties comprising the judicial 
circuit. 

 
O.C.G.A. § 15-18-20(a). District Attorney Willis failed to obtain authorization from Fulton 

County to employ Mr. Wade or the other private attorneys representing the District 

Attorney’s Office in this action under section 15-18-20(a). On the contrary, District 

Attorney Willis knowingly concealed her personal relationship with Mr. Wade from the 

County as well as from the Court and the defense.  

The Court of Appeals, in Greater Georgia Amusements, LLC v. State, identified an 

exception to section 15-18-20(a)’s requirement that a district attorney obtain 

authorization from the governing authority to employ additional attorneys where the 

representation is for “a specific case…” 317 Ga. App. 118, 120 (2012) (quoting State v. 

Cook, 172 Ga. App. 433, 437 (1984)). However, the District Attorney’s Office’s 

employment agreement with Mr. Wade was not limited to a specific case, rendering the 

alleged exception to section 15-18-20(a) inapplicable. 

Georgia law further provides that “[a]ny assistant district attorney, deputy district 

attorney, or other attorney at law employed by the district attorney who is compensated 

in whole or in part by state funds shall not engage in the private practice of law.” O.C.G.A. 
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§ 15-18-21(a). By his own admission, Mr. Wade is still engaged in the private practice of 

law.16 See Opposition, Exhibit A, ¶ 25. 

Additionally, Mr. Wade has been compensated, at least in part, with forfeiture 

proceeds.17 O.C.G.A. § 9-16-18(a) provides that “[a]ll property declared to be forfeited 

vests with the state at the time of commission of the conduct giving rise to the forfeiture 

together with the proceeds of the property after that time.” O.C.G.A. § 9-16-18(a). Yet Mr. 

Wade and the other private attorneys employed by the District Attorney’s Office have 

continued to engage in the private practice of law, in violation of section 15-18-21(a). 

District Attorney Willis’ employment and compensation of Mr. Wade and the other 

private attorneys to prosecute this action was in contravention of law, and warrants the 

disqualification of District Attorney Willis and her Office. See State v. Culbreath, 30 

S.W.3d 309, 313 (Tenn. 2000) (holding that the involvement of attorney paid by special 

interest group in the investigation and prosecution of the defendant created “an 

appearance of impropriety that required disqualification of the District Attorney… and 

his office”). 

  

 
16 District Attorney Willis concedes this point in her Opposition to the Roman Motion to 
Dismiss, when she acknowledges that after Mr. Wade was hired as a special prosecutor, 
this case became his “primary focus.” See Opposition, p. 19.  The contracts themselves 
show that Mr. Wade was hired and re-hired for “anti-corruption matters.”  Id., Exhibit H 
(stating that the DA’s office was contracting with Wade for “legal services regarding anti-
corruption matters”). Even in her Opposition, District Attorney Willis cannot and does 
not claim that Mr. Wade was hired for a specific case, rendering the exception upon which 
she heavily relies inapplicable. 
 
17 Mr. Wade’s receipt of forfeiture funds is detailed at length in Defendant Robert David 
Cheeley’s Motion to Dismiss the Grand Jury Indictment and Disqualify the District 
Attorney, Her Office, and The Special Prosecutors, filed January 26, 2024, which Mr. 
Shafer has adopted. 
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iv. District Attorney Willis’ Conduct Violated Ethics Rules 
 

The Fulton County Code of Ethics (Code of Ethics) states that it is “essential” to the 

proper government and administration of the County that officers and employees of the 

County “are in fact and in appearance, independent and impartial in the performance of 

their official duties; that public service not be used for private gain; and that there be 

public confidence in the integrity of the county.” Fulton Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-66(a). 

Officers and employees should aspire to avoid even the appearance of a 
conflict of interest by avoiding conduct or circumstances that would provide 
a reasonable basis for the impression that the officer’s or employee’s ability 
to protect the public interest or impartially perform an official act is 
compromised by his or her financial or personal interests in the matter or 
transaction.  The appearance of a conflict of interest can exist even in the 
absence of an actual conflict of interest. 

 
Fulton Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-66(b). The County’s Code of Ethics states that “[n]o 

officer or employee shall perform, or fail to perform, any official act or influence others to 

perform, or fail to perform, any official act, on a matter in which the officer or employee 

knows, or reasonably should know, they have an interest that may be affected.” Fulton 

Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-68(a). County officers and employees cannot “directly or 

indirectly solicit, request, exact, receive, or agree to receive a gift, loan, favor, promise, or 

thing of value, in any form whatsoever, for himself, herself, or another person, from any 

prohibited source,” Fulton Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-69(a), with a value greater than $100, 

see Fulton Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-69(c). As with the County’s Disclosure Reports, a 

“prohibited source” is any person who “is seeking to do or is doing business with the 

county…” Fulton Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-67(s). 

 The County’s Code of Ethics also provides that “[n]o officer or employee shall 

engage in any activity or transaction that is prohibited by any law, now existing or 

hereafter enacted, which is applicable to him or her by virtue of his or her office or 
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position.” Fulton Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-78. County officials and employees must file 

income and financial disclosure reports with the Clerk of the Fulton County Board, 

disclosing “any gift(s) or favor(s) from a single prohibited source in the aggregate value 

or amount of $100.00 or more…” Fulton Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-79(b)(3). 

 District Attorney Willis violated these provisions of the County’s Code of Ethics 

through employing Mr. Wade with whom she had an undisclosed romantic relationship, 

paying Mr. Wade hundreds of thousands of dollars in County funds and accepting gifts 

from him which she did not disclose to the County. Indeed, by receiving the trips and 

vacations, District Attorney Willis received gifts and things of value for herself from a 

prohibited source.  District Attorney Willis has furthermore violated her fiduciary duties 

as an attorney representing the State of Georgia and Fulton County. “All transactions 

between an attorney and h[er] client are closely scrutinized by the courts, and the 

attorney’s duty in these circumstances is a much higher duty than is required in ordinary 

business dealings where the parties trade at arms length.” Arey v. Davis, 233 Ga. 951, 

955-956 (1975) (citing Am.Jur.2d 105-107, Attorneys at Law, §§ 93, 94 & 95; 2 E.G.L. 531, 

Attorney and Client, § 92. (No. 29570)). 

C. Consequences 

 District Attorney Willis has earned the disqualification of both herself and her 

Office from representing the State of Georgia in this case as a result of her personal, 

financial conflicts of interest, which are the product of her conduct in dereliction of the 

law, her duties of trust and ethical rules, and as a consequence of her repeated, prejudicial 

public statements designed to damage the defendants. “‘The administration of the law, 

and especially that of the criminal law, should, like Caesar’s wife, be above suspicion, and 

should be free from all temptation, bias or prejudice, so far as it is possible for our courts 
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to accomplish it...’” Davenport v. State, 157 Ga. App. 704, 705–706 (1981) (quoting 

Nichols v. State, 17 Ga. App. 593, 606 (1915)). In the interest of protecting the defendants’ 

right to a fair trial by a disinterested prosecution, the Court should order the 

disqualification of District Attorney Willis and her Office. 

D. Disqualification of District Attorney Willis Requires the Disqualification 
of The District Attorney’s Office 

 
If District Attorney Willis is found to be subject to disqualification in this action, 

then the District Attorney’s Office and all assistant and special assistant district attorneys 

therein are likewise disqualified. “When the elected district attorney is wholly disqualified 

from a case, the assistant district attorneys—whose only power to prosecute a case is 

derived from the constitutional authority of the district attorney who appointed them—

have no authority to proceed.” McLaughlin, 295 Ga. at 613. Disqualification of a district 

attorney is distinct from the mere disqualification of one of the district attorney’s 

assistants. “The elected district attorney is not merely any prosecuting attorney. [Sh]e is 

a constitutional officer, and there is only one such officer in each judicial circuit,” id. at 

612 (citing Ga. Const., Art. VI, Sec. VIII, Para. I(a)). Under the Georgia Constitution, a 

district attorney possesses the duty “to represent the state in all criminal cases in the 

superior court of such district attorney’s circuit…” Ga. Const., Art. 6, § 8, ¶ I(d) (emphasis 

added); see also McLaughlin, at 294 (“a Georgia district attorney is of counsel in all 

criminal cases or matters pending in his circuit”) (citing Lane v. State, 238 Ga. 407, 408–

410 (1977); Clifton v. State, 187 Ga. 502, 504 (1939)). A criminal proceeding “‘is under 

the direction, supervision, and control of [the district attorney], subject to such restriction 

as the law imposes.’” McLaughlin, at 293 (quoting Jackson v. State, 156 Ga. 842, 850 

(1923)). All other attorneys employed by a district attorney’s office “‘can perform no 
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duties as such except those agreeable to and under the direction of the [district 

attorney].’” McLaughlin, at 293-294 (quoting Jackson v. State, 156 Ga. 842, 850 (1923)); 

see also DeKalb Cty. v. DRS Investments, Inc., 260 Ga. App. 225, 227 (2003) (“‘public 

sector attorneys can exercise only those powers defined and conferred by law’”) (quoting 

City of Atlanta v. Black, 265 Ga. 425, 427 (1995); citing O.C.G.A. § 45-6-5). In the event 

that District Attorney Willis is ordered disqualified in this action, her Office must also be 

ordered disqualified. Furthermore, any special assistant district attorneys appointed by 

District Attorney Willis must be disqualified. A “special assistant district attorney is 

appointed by the district attorney and therefore derives all of his or her power or authority 

to prosecute a case from the district attorney.” Order issued November 11, 2016, State v. 

Brown, case number 11-9-2482-40 (Super. Ct. Cobb Cnty. 2016) (granting the 

defendant’s motion to disqualify the District Attorney for the Cobb Judicial Circuit and 

his office, and the special assistant district attorneys employed by the District Attorney). 

E. An Evidentiary Hearing Is Necessary  
 
 An evidentiary hearing is necessary on the defense’s disqualification motions for 

the reason that there are material facts which are in dispute. The prosecution’s Opposition 

to the Roman Motion to Dismiss attaches a declaration by Mr. Wade wherein he swears 

that his personal relationship with District Attorney Willis began after his hiring in 

November of 2021 as a special assistant district attorney. There is no declaration or 

affidavit from District Attorney Willis, however, the filing was filed in her name as District 

Attorney. Of course, she cannot file such a filing if she knows that it contains materially 

false statements. Mr. Roman’s reply filed on February 2, 2024, represents that several 

witnesses will directly refute Mr. Wade’s declaration. If the testimony of these witnesses 

proves credible, the inexorable conclusion would be that Mr. Wade has made false 
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statements in his declaration which has been filed by the District Attorney or on her behalf 

in the record in this case, and which would constitute yet another instance of forensic 

misconduct by the District Attorney and her Office. 

 Additionally, Mr. Wade declares that expenses for personal travel were roughly 

divided equally between Mr. Wade and District Attorney Willis. Presently, the public 

filings in the Wade divorce proceeding and the “example” of District Attorney Willis 

purchasing tickets for herself and Mr. Wade are not remotely “roughly” equal. An 

evidentiary hearing is necessary to obtain a complete financial picture of the gifts and 

benefits which Mr. Wade has bestowed on District Attorney Willis. 

 A full evidentiary hearing on the motions to disqualify the District Attorney, Mr. 

Wade and the District Attorney’s Office is needed to obtain the true transparency. 

Uniform Superior Court Rule states that “all” motions “shall” be heard at a time and place 

set by the judge, prior to trial. See Uni. Super. Ct. R. 31.2. An evidentiary hearing would 

permit the defense to develop the evidence relating to the grounds for disqualification of 

District Attorney Willis and Mr. Wade and, upon information and belief, would assist the 

Court in adjudicating the defendants’ disqualification arguments. The Court should a full 

evidentiary hearing on February 15, 2024, as initially set, to discover the truth relating to 

these matters. 

Counsel understands and appreciates that an evidentiary hearing regarding the 

District Attorney’s forensic misconduct and the financial aspects of District Attorney 

Willis and Mr. Wade’s personal relationship that create these disqualifying conflicts of 

interest is unseemly and an uncomfortable experience for all involved. Counsel does not 

pursue these claims lightly. 
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But, as noted, District Attorney Willis and Mr. Wade are not victims here—these 

are all self-inflicted and completely avoidable errors in which the defense had no hand, 

but are of such significance that the defense has no choice but to put them before the 

Court.  

And, in the big picture here, this discomfort pales in comparison to what Mr. 

Shafer--a presumptively and actually innocent man--has endured. His life has been 

upended by unwarranted and meritless charges filed by District Attorney Willis (that she 

does not have the legal authority or jurisdiction to pursue). Mr. Shafer obeyed the law, 

following the explicit, detailed, oral and written legal advice by no less than five learned 

and reputable attorneys, and the only existing American precedent. He now finds his 

liberty and livelihood threatened by the powerful levers of law enforcement that have been 

improperly weaponized against him. Through her extrajudicial and prejudicial 

statements, District Attorney Willis has further weaponized the media, the public, and 

now even the church against him. An evidentiary hearing on the matters set forth in the 

disqualification motions is critical for the parties and the Court to have sufficient 

information to understand the full nature of District Attorney Willis' misconduct and 

conflicts of interest and to assure the impartial administration of justice promised to every 

citizen who stands accused of a crime. 

CONCLUSION 

Based upon the facts and authorities set forth herein, defendant David J. Shafer 

respectfully requests that the Court grant defendant’s Motion to Disqualify The District 

Attorney for Fulton County, Georgia, Atlanta Judicial Circuit, and The District Attorney’s 

Office from Further Prosecution of This Action and order that Fulton County, Georgia, 
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Atlanta Judicial Circuit, District Attorney Fani T. Willis and her office are disqualified 

from representing the State of Georgia in this action. 

Respectfully submitted, this 5th day of February, 2024. 

 /s/ Craig A. Gillen _____________ 
Craig A. Gillen 
Georgia Bar No. 294838 
Anthony C. Lake 
Georgia Bar No. 431149 
GILLEN & LAKE LLC 
400 Galleria Parkway 
Suite 1920 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 
(404) 842-9700 
cgillen@gwllawfirm.com 
aclake@gwllawfirm.com 
 
/s/ Holly A. Pierson _____________ 
Holly A. Pierson 
Georgia Bar No. 579655 
PIERSON LAW LLC 
2851 Piedmont Road NE, STE 200 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
(404) 353-2316 
hpierson@piersonlawllc.com  
 
Counsel for David J. Shafer 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I hereby certify that I have this 5th day of February, 2024, filed the foregoing filing 

with the Court using the Court’s Odyssey eFileGa system, serving copies of the filing on 

all counsel of record in this action, and furthermore have sent a copy of the filing to the 

parties and the Court. 

 /s/ Craig A. Gillen _____________ 
Craig A. Gillen 
Georgia Bar No. 294838 
Anthony C. Lake 
Georgia Bar No. 431149 
GILLEN & LAKE LLC 
400 Galleria Parkway 
Suite 1920 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 
(404) 842-9700 
cgillen@gwllawfirm.com 
aclake@gwllawfirm.com 
 
Counsel for David J. Shafer 
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Democracy Dies in Darkness

GOP fake electors ‘targets’ in Georgia election fraud inquiry

At least a dozen of the GOP electors who falsely certi�ed Trump as the victor of the

2020 election in Georgia are now subjects of criminal investigation

By Matthew Brown

July 19, 2022 at 7:52 p.m. EDT

ATLANTA — Georgia prosecutors investigating potential criminal interference in the 2020 presidential election by

Donald Trump and his allies have notified several Republicans who were part of a fake electors scheme that they are

“targets” of the probe and could face charges, according to a court document filed Tuesday.

The information in the filing provides the latest insight into the fast moving and expanding investigation that’s led

by Fulton County District Attorney Fani T. Willis, who requested the convening of a special grand jury earlier this

year. Part of the investigation now centers on the 16 Republicans who gathered at the Georgia Capitol on Dec. 14,

2020, as part of an attempt to falsely certify the state’s electoral college votes for former president Donald Trump

even though Joe Biden won the state.

The group included Georgia Republican Party Chair David J. Shafer, candidate for lieutenant governor Burt Jones,

county-level GOP officials, a former state lawmaker and local conservative activists.

Lawyers for 11 of those 16 Republicans, including Shafer, said in a new court filing that their clients received grand-

jury subpoenas on June 1, then were notified in late June that they were considered targets of the investigation

instead of witnesses. They argue in the filing that the subpoenas are “unreasonable and oppressive” and the electors

will invoke the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination after advice from legal counsel. They deemed the

new designation “a publicity stunt.”

In the filing, the electors alleged they were unaware of the broader legal effort by Trump’s legal team, including

Rudolph W. Giuliani and John Eastman, to use the slate of “alternate electors” to help contest the 2020 presidential

election results. They further contend that prosecutors’ investigation is “political interference” resulting from “local

passion and prejudice.”

�is article was published more than 1 year ago

https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/matthew-brown/?itid=ai_top_brownm4


This defense echoes a November 2020 legal memo from Trump legal counsel Kenneth Chesebro, who the Georgia

special grand jury has also subpoenaed, that advances an unorthodox legal theory hinging on the 1960 presidential

election in Hawaii when the state briefly created two alternate slates of electors while the state conducted a recount.

Jones, a state senator, received a letter informing him that he was also a target of the investigation, according to a

person familiar with the documents. Yahoo News first reported that Jones and two other Republicans had received

these letters.

A “target” letter is often the final step a local or federal prosecutor will take to inform an individual they are likely to

be indicted before formal charges are brought. Jones has filed a motion to disqualify Willis from presiding over the

case because she co-sponsored a fundraising event for Jones’s Democratic rival in the lieutenant governors race,

Charlie Bailey.

In response to Jones’s motion, the district attorney’s office wrote to the court that Willis shouldn’t be disqualified

because Jones “has been treated identically” to the other false electors and that none of the district attorney’s

activities have “been outside the character as an officer of the law specially charged to oversee the special purpose

grand jury’s investigation.”

Brandon Beach, a state senator, was also served a “target” letter last week for what prosecutors are saying was his

role in facilitating communication between the fake electors and the Trump campaign, according to a person

familiar with the documents. Internal communications from the campaign obtained by The Post reveal that staffers

knew the effort was legally baseless and thus instructed electors to be discreet in their activities at the Georgia

Capitol.

The Fulton County special grand jury began meeting in June and has identified more than 100 people of interest.

The body has already heard testimony from Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger (R) and his staff, Georgia

Attorney General Christopher M. Carr (R), state lawmakers and local election workers. Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp (R)

is slated to supply a sworn written statement to the special grand jury next week.

In July, grand jurors issued material witness subpoenas for several members of Trump’s legal team, including

Chesebro, Eastman, Giuliani, as well as lawyers Jenna Ellis, Cleta Mitchell and the conservative commentator Jacki

Pick Deason.

Two members of Congress and close Trump allies have also been subpoenaed in the investigation. Rep. Jody Hice

(R-Ga.) challenged the subpoena, contesting that federal laws allowed him to move any requests for testimony to

federal court.

Sen. Lindsey O. Graham (R-S.C.), who is of interest to the committee for phone calls he made to Raffensperger about

Georgia’s election system, cited the Speech and Debate Clause of the U.S. Constitution as shielding him from

subpoenas. On Tuesday, Graham agreed to move any future challenges to the grand jury’s subpoena to state and

federal courts in Georgia.

https://news.yahoo.com/exclusive-fulton-county-da-sends-target-letters-to-trump-allies-in-georgia-investigation-152517469.html?guccounter=1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/20/trump-documents-fake-elector-plan/?itid=lk_inline_manual_18
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The 16 Republicans who submitted false documents claiming to be official Georgia electors

and that Donald Trump won the state's election have been notified they could be

prosecuted for their actions.

In a court filing Tuesday, 11 of the fake GOP electors, including party chairman David

Shafer, filed a motion seeking to halt future testimony, have the Fulton County District

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis is leading an investigation into attempts to
overturn the 2020 election in Georgia.

Credit:  John Bazemore | AP

ListenListen
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Attorney Fani Willis removed from prosecuting them and that any report be held under

embargo or seal until after the midterm elections.
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The Republicans write in their motion that originally the electors were considered

witnesses in the ongoing probe of potential crimes committed in the failed effort to

overturn the 2020 election, but on June 28 prosecutors notified them that "as our

investigation has matured and new evidence has come to light" that they were now targets

of the election probe.

State Sen. Burt Jones, the party's nominee for lieutenant governor and also a fake elector,

is apparently a target of the investigation as well. Jones has also filed a motion to have

Willis disqualified as the prosecutor. A judge has scheduled a hearing on that motion for

Thursday.

Jones argues that Willis, a Democrat, is pursuing an investigation against him to benefit

his opponent, Charlie Bailey, in the midterm election. Willis recently held a fundraiser for

Bailey.

Willis wrote in response that Jones was not singled out based on his campaign and that

she should not be removed from the investigation.

"Each of the sixteen persons who signed the unofficial Elector Certificate ultimately

submitted to the National Archives received similar target letter, alerting that person both

that his testimony was required by the special purpose grand jury and that he was target of

the investigation," Willis wrote.

The 11 electors mentioned in Tuesday's filing include Mark Amick, Joseph Brannan, Brad

Carver, Vikki Consiglio, John Downey, Carolyn Fish, Kay Godwin, Cathy Latham, Shafer,

Shawn Still and CB Yadav. James "Ken" Carroll, David Hanna, Mark Hennessy, Daryl

Moody are also targets of the probe, per Willis.

During and after the Dec. 14 meeting where the Republicans signed a false certificate

claiming to be the "duly elected and qualified Electors for President and Vice President,"

Shafer argued that they were simply preserving their options if a lawsuit overturned the

results.

In the court filing, attorneys for the fake electors also claim that their false documents

were legally allowed, blamed the courts for not rectifying lawsuits before the Electoral
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College met and said that states have no jurisdiction to determine which elector slates are

"'fake' or valid."

A footnote in the filing claims that "no Georgia court ever held an evidentiary hearing or

ruled on the merits" of the Trump v. Raffensperger suit that was pending. The day before

the meeting where the false paperwork was signed, the Georgia Supreme Court rejected an

appeal to have the case heard, writing that they did not have jurisdiction.

The suit was eventually dropped, along with other challenges by the Trump campaign.

Tuesday's filing is the latest evidence that the Fulton County special grand jury probe is

zeroing in on potential crimes committed in the efforts to subvert Georgia's thrice-counted

election results.

In recent weeks, the wide-ranging probe has also subpoenaed South Carolina U.S. Sen.

Lindsey Graham, Rudy Giuliani and others in Trump's inner circle in relation to a series of

unofficial legislative hearings during which lawmakers were urged to select Republican

electors based on false claims of voter fraud.
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ATLANTA (AP) — The Georgia prosecutor who’s investigating whether former President Donald

Trump and others illegally interfered in the 2020 general election in the state has informed 16

Republicans who served as fake electors that they could face criminal charges.

They all signed a certificate declaring falsely that then-President Trump had won the 2020

presidential election and declaring themselves the state’s “duly elected and qualified” electors

even though Joe Biden had won the state and a slate of Democratic electors was certified.

Georgia fake electors may face charges in election
probe

FILE - Fulton County Georgia District Attorney Fani Willis poses for a photo in her office in Atlanta, Jan. 4, 2022. Willis last year opened a criminal

investigation “into attempts to influence the administration of the 2020 Georgia General Election.” A special grand jury with subpoena power was seated in

May at her request. A group of Georgia Republicans who have been informed that they are at risk of being indicted in an investigation into whether former

President Donald Trump and others illegally interfered in the 2020 election in Georgia are fighting subpoenas to testify before the special grand jury. (AP

Photo/Ben Gray, File) Read More
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Eleven of them filed a motion Tuesday to quash their subpoenas, calling them “unreasonable

and oppressive.”

Also Tuesday, U.S. Sen. Lindsey Graham, a South Carolina Republican, agreed to file any

challenges to a subpoena in the investigation in either state superior court or federal court in

Georgia, according to a court filing. He had previously filed a motion in federal court in South

Carolina trying to stop any subpoena from being issued to him there on behalf of the

prosecutor in Georgia.

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis last year opened a criminal investigation “into

attempts to influence the administration of the 2020 Georgia General Election.” A special grand

jury with subpoena power was seated in May at her request. In court filings earlier this month,

she alleged “a multi-state, coordinated plan by the Trump Campaign to influence the results of

the November 2020 election in Georgia and elsewhere.”

Willis’ office declined to comment Tuesday on the motion to quash the subpoenas.

A lawyer for Willis’s office said in a court filing Tuesday that each of the 16 people who signed

the false elector certificate has received a letter saying they are targets of the investigation and

that their testimony before the special grand jury is required.

In the motion to quash the subpoenas, lawyers for 11 of the fake electors said that from mid-

April through the end of June, Willis’s office had told them that they were considered

witnesses, not subjects or targets of the investigation. For that reason, they had agreed to

voluntary interviews with the investigative team, the motion says. Georgia Republican Party

Chairman David Shafer and another of the fake electors appeared for interviews in late April.

On June 1, grand jury subpoenas were sent to all 11 of those fake electors. And on June 28, the

district attorney’s office told their lawyers for the first time that their clients were considered

targets, rather than witnesses, the motion says.

On Dec. 14, 2020, when Georgia’s official Democratic electors met to certify the state’s

electoral votes for Biden, the fake Republican electors also met to certify a slate of electoral

votes for Trump. They did that because there was a lawsuit challenging the election results

pending at the time, and if a judge found that Trump had actually won their electoral slate

would become valid, the motion says.

The district attorney’s office knew all that and properly labeled them witnesses, prompting

them to agree to voluntary cooperation, the motion says.

https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-atlanta-georgia-presidential-elections-elections-a702f2ff710ef59dfa7f3215b233102b
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“The abrupt, unsupportable, and public elevation of all eleven nominee electors’ status

wrongfully converted them from witnesses who were cooperating voluntarily and prepared to

testify in the Grand Jury to persecuted targets of it,” the motion says. As a result, their lawyers

advised them to invoke their federal and state rights protecting them against self-

incrimination, and they “reluctantly” accepted that advice, the motion says.

Their lawyers assert that the change in status from witnesses to targets was based on “an

improper desire to force them to publicly invoke their rights as, at best, a publicity stunt.”

Therefore, they should be excused from appearing before the special grand jury, the motion

says.

The motion asks Fulton County Superior Court Judge Robert McBurney, who’s overseeing the

special grand jury to excuse the 11 electors from appearing before the panel. It also asks him to

look into Willis’ actions “indicating the improper politicization of this investigatory process.”

And it asks him to grant a motion filed Friday by state Sen. Burt Jones seeking to remove Willis

and her office from the investigation. Jones, who’s the Republican nominee for lieutenant

governor, alleged that the investigation is politically motivated because Willis is an active

supporter of his Democratic opponent. McBurney on Tuesday set a Thursday hearing on that

motion.

Willis’s office has said Jones’ claims are without merit and a lawyer representing the office

wrote in a filing Tuesday that Jones has identified no actions that show political motivation.
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Georgia prosecutors 'target' 16 'fake electors'
in 2020 election probe
Prosecutors said "matured and new evidence came to light."

By Olivia Rubin
July 20, 2022, 2:44 PM

The Georgia district attorney probing former President Donald Trump and
his allies' efforts to overturn the results of the 2020 presidential election in
the state has notified 16 people identified as "fake electors" that they have
been targeted in the ongoing criminal investigation, prosecutors revealed in
court documents filed on Tuesday.
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Those 16 individuals, who allegedly participated in a scheme to overturn the
state's election results, received letters "alerting that person both that [their]
testimony was required by the special purpose grand jury and that [they
were] target of the investigation" the filing said.

The Fulton County district attorney has been probing the effort to overturn
the 2020 election results since last February, including the so-called "fake
elector" plan -- which has gained increased scrutiny and come under focus in
other investigations around the country probing efforts to overturn the 2020
election around the country.

Ben Gray/AP, FILE
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The target notification came after the Georgia investigation "matured and
new evidence came to light," prosecutors said, according to a separate filing
by a defense attorney for 11 of the 16 individuals.

The attorney said the purported electors "did not and could not have had any
involvement in or knowledge of" the alleged larger scheme by former
President Trump's allies to put for the alternate slate of electors to overturn
the election.

He said in the filing that the actions of the "nominee electors" were "proper,
and even necessary."

The Jan. 6 committee has described the plan, which appeared to have
multiple iterations, as being set up by the Trump campaign in multiple
swing states to assemble "groups of individuals in key battleground states
and got them to call themselves electors, created phony certificates
associated with these fake electors and then transmitted these certificates to

Jessica McGowan/Getty Images, FILE
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Washington, and to the Congress, to be counted during the joint session of
Congress on January 6th."

The Department of Justice is also examining the issue of fake electors as part
of its own separate investigation, sources tell ABC News. Last month, DOJ
subpoenaed Georgia GOP chairman David Shafer for information related to
the effort to send a fraudulent slate of electors to Congress, according to
sources familiar with the matter.

A lawyer representing Shafer declined to comment at the time.

Shafer sat for a deposition with the Jan. 6 committee as well, and his
transcript is among those DOJ wants the committee to turn over.

MORE: Bannon trial live updates: Jan. 6 staffer says panel

'rejected the basis' for Bannon's privilege claim
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Former White House aide Cassidy Hutchinson testified to the Jan. 6
committee that Trump's attorney Rudy Giuliani, his associates and "several"
lawmakers discussed the plan around Thanksgiving -- and that she heard the
White House counsel office say it was potentially illegal.

Giuliani has repeatedly downplayed his involvement with the Jan. 6 riot.

"My only involvement on January 6th was being invited to speak there," he
said in a radio appearance last month in response to Hutchinson's testimony.
"I had nothing else to do with it."

ABC News' Pierre Thomas, Katherine Faulders and Ben Siegel contributed to
this report.
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Georgia GOP bankrolls lawyers
for 'fake' Trump electors in
Fulton County DA probe

Updated

The Georgia Republican Party is bankrolling the legal defense of most of the so-
called fake electors in the state as part of a controversial arrangement that
Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis charges in a new court filing is “rife
with serious ethical problems” and “actual conflicts of interest.”
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A Yahoo News review of campaign finance filings shows that the Georgia
Republican Party paid $35,419 last July to two lawyers who are representing 11 of
16 party operatives and activists who declared themselves on Dec. 14, 2020, “the
duly elected and qualified” electors from the state pledged to Donald Trump
despite the fact that Joe Biden had won the popular vote there.

Fani Willis, district attorney of Fulton County, Ga. (Ben Gray/AP) (AP)

That move, which was memorialized in a false certificate the electors sent that
day to the Senate and the National Archives, has become a central focus of
Willis’s probe into Trump’s efforts to overturn the 2020 presidential election. But
Willis, an elected Democrat, substantially escalated the legal battle over the issue
this week when she moved to disqualify the two lawyers being paid by the state
GOP. She argued that their representation of the 11 electors resulted in ethical
conflicts given the potentially divergent interests between some of those electors
and top party officials, including state party chairman David Shafer, who
organized the Dec. 14 meeting and arranged for it to take place behind closed
doors at the state Capitol. (The court filing was first reported by CNN.)
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David Shafer, chairman of the Georgia Republican Party. (Brian Snyder/Reuters) (REUTERS)

A spokesman for the Georgia Republican Party did not respond to a request for
comment. One of the lawyers Willis is seeking to disqualify, Holly Pierson, a
former federal prosecutor, said in an emailed statement to Yahoo News that
claims of any ethical impropriety by her and her co-counsel in the case, Kimberly
Debrow, were “false and defamatory.”
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“Both the U.S. Supreme Court and the Georgia Supreme Court recognize that
there is no actual or potential conflict in representing multiple individuals united
in their innocence whose defenses against false allegations of wrongdoing are
aligned,” Pierson wrote. She also said she and Debrow have “thoroughly complied
with our ethical obligations,” including getting informed-consent waivers from
their clients.

The new court filing underscores the political minefield that surrounds Willis’s
high-profile probe, which many legal observers say continues to represent the
most imminent threat of criminal prosecution for the former president. Willis
herself has already been disqualified from participating in one part of her case:
an investigation into one of the alternative electors who met at the state Capitol
that day, Burt Jones, the current Republican Party candidate for lieutenant
governor, because the district attorney previously participated in a fundraiser for
Jones’s Democratic opponent, Charles Bailey.

But the filing also highlights an arrangement that Willis has suggested is
thwarting her efforts to uncover the truth about the fake elector meeting. With
the same two lawyers representing 11 electors, it effectively prevents her
prosecutors from reaching cooperation agreements with marginal participants
who could then provide testimony that might implicate her top targets, including
party chairman Shafer.
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Fulton County Superior Court. (Megan Varner/Getty Images) (Getty Images)

Defense lawyers “should be doing whatever is in the best interest” of their clients
and “in the criminal law, sometimes that’s a plea, right? Sometimes I’m going to
take this immunity agreement — and I’m going to get you the best deal,” Willis
said in an interview with Yahoo News before her Monday filing to disqualify
Pierson and Debrow. She emphasized in the interview that she was not talking
specifically about the two Georgia defense lawyers. But she added: “You cannot
effectively represent — forget 11 — you cannot effectively represent two people
doing that. That, to me, puts everything in jeopardy, and it’s a bad idea.”

The potential problem has also been flagged by Robert McBurney, the chief judge
in Fulton County Superior Court who will rule on Willis’s motion. After Pierson
and Debrow filed their own motions in July to disqualify Willis from the whole
investigation (because of her role in the Bailey fundraiser), McBurney denied
their claims. And in a little-noticed passage, he appeared to reference the
potential conflict issue that has now been raised by Willis, writing that the 11
electors had “divergent roles in post-election activities” and had “fundamentally
different postures in the District Attorney’s investigation.”

Clark Cunningham, a professor of law and ethics at Georgia State University, said
it was “entirely appropriate” for Willis to file her motion. He noted that Shafer’s
role in particular posed a “significant conflict of interest” for the two defense
lawyers given that the state party chair “seems to be facing much greater criminal
liability [than the others], so it may be very much in the Georgia Republican
Party’s interest to make sure none of them cooperate with the DA.”

The so-called fake elector scheme was an integral part of the legal strategy
devised by one of Trump’s lawyers, John Eastman, to block Biden from taking
office. The idea was to have alternate GOP electors in seven swing states that
Biden won declare themselves the real electors in those states, initially as a
means of preserving Trump’s ability to overturn the election results in the event
that any of his multiple challenges in court were successful.
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Attorney John Eastman, with Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani, speaks against the certification of the 2020
presidential election on Jan. 6, 2021. (Jim Bourg/Reuters) (REUTERS)

After those challenges repeatedly failed, the fake elector meetings were used by
Eastman to argue that Vice President Mike Pence could reject the legitimate
Biden electors when Congress was called on to certify the election results on Jan.
6, 2021, because there was a presumed dispute over which set of electors was
real.

In their own motions to quash subpoenas issued to their clients, Pierson and
Debrow argued in a court filing that the Dec. 14 fake elector meeting was “public
and transparent.” To back that up, they noted that Shafer announced the

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/27/us/politics/fake-electors-explained-trump-jan-6.html
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meeting in social media postings and during media interviews that same day,
emphasizing that the session was convened only to “preserve” Trump’s rights
should his legal challenge to the Georgia results succeed.

But unlike the certificates from two other states where fake elector meetings
were held, the Georgia statement to the National Archives and the Senate made
no mention of the idea that the declaration by the electors that they were "duly
elected and qualified" was contingent on the success of Trump's legal challenges.

In addition, Willis’s prosecutors have gathered substantial evidence that Shafer
didn't publicly reveal the Dec. 14 meeting, which was held in Room 216 of the
state Capitol, until reporters learned about it that day and threatened to expose
it. In his book, “Flipped: How Georgia Turned Purple and Broke the Monopoly on
Republican Power,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution reporter Greg Bluestein wrote
that he was falsely told when he tried to attend that it was an “education
meeting.”

George Chidi, an Atlanta-based independent journalist, told Yahoo News that he
testified before Willis’s special grand jury investigating the case in July about how
he got tipped off to the secret meeting and that when he tried to attend it, he too
was told it was an “education meeting” and was thrown out. “A guy got up and
walked me out the door,” he said, adding that “they posted a guy out front” to
keep others out.

Yahoo News has confirmed that, in a text message before the meeting, Shafer
alerted participants: “Tell them to go to Room 216 to avoid drawing attention to
what we are doing.”

Show comments
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ATLANTA (AP) — The chairman of the Georgia Republican Party cannot share lawyers with 10

other fake electors in matters related to a special grand jury investigation into possible illegal

meddling in the 2020 election in the state, a judge ruled Wednesday.

The special grand jury was seated earlier this year to aid the investigation by Fulton County

District Attorney Fani Willis into whether Republican former President Donald Trump and

others committed crimes through their efforts to overturn his 2020 presidential election loss to

Democrat Joe Biden.

Judge: GOP head can’t share lawyers with other fake
electors

FILE - David Shafer, chairman of the Georgia Republican Party, arrives before Vice President Mike Pence speaks during a “Save the Majority” rally, Thursday,

Dec. 10, 2020 in Augusta, Ga. A judge says Shafer can’t share lawyers with 10 other fake electors in matters related to a special grand jury probing possible

illegal meddling in the 2020 election. (AP Photo/John Bazemore, File) Read More
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Willis has made clear that she is interested in the actions of 16 Republicans who signed a

certificate declaring falsely that Trump had won and also declaring themselves the state’s “duly

elected and qualified” electors. Willis has said in a court filing that she notified lawyers for

those 16 people that they are targets of her investigation, meaning they could face criminal

charges.

Eleven of those fake electors, including Georgia Republican Party Chairman David Shafer, are

represented by two lawyers paid by the party, Holly Pierson and Kimberly Debrow. Willis’ team

in October filed a motion seeking to disqualify the two from representing all of those clients,

citing a conflict of interest.

They argued that, if Pierson and Debrow continue to represent any of the 11, “there is a serious

possibility of future ethical problems concerning confidentiality of information obtained in the

course of their representation thus far.”

Pierson and Debrow countered that none of their clients have committed any crimes or know

of any crimes committed by the others. The district attorney’s “assumption that the jointly

represented nominee electors can ‘flip’ on each other or otherwise provide incriminating

information as to any other jointly represented elector is simply inaccurate, as well as legally

insufficient,” they argued.

They also noted their clients have signed waivers attesting that they understand the

implications of joint representation.

Fulton County Superior Court Judge Robert McBurney, who’s overseeing the special grand jury,

wrote in his order Wednesday that “the best waiver in the world cannot fix a non-waivable

conflict” but said he finds “very few such conflicts” at this phase of the investigation.

Special grand juries in Georgia can gather evidence and compel testimony but cannot indict.

Instead, they can recommend further action, including criminal charges. It is ultimately up to

the district attorney whether to seek an indictment from a regular grand jury.

McBurney noted that if charges are brought against any of the fake electors, one of them could

be called to testify against another at trial. At that point, the judge noted, Pierson and Debrow

likely could not represent either one.

“But that is a remote and hypothetical scenario that does not now exist,” McBurney wrote.

Shafer, however, is an exception because of his role in establishing and convening the slate of

fake electors, his “communications with other key players” in the investigation and “his role in

https://apnews.com/article/2022-midterm-elections-biden-georgia-presidential-donald-trump-5f8bf7a11225f75b44309806ce5c5412
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-atlanta-georgia-presidential-elections-elections-a702f2ff710ef59dfa7f3215b233102b
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other post-election efforts to call into question the validity” of Georgia’s election results,

McBurney wrote.

This “imbalance in exposure” to the investigation “makes it impractical and arguably unethical”

for Pierson and Debrow to continue to represent all 11 of their clients, McBurney wrote. The

pair of lawyers may represent Shafer or the other 10, but not both, he concluded.

Pierson and Debrow said in a statement that they disagree with McBurney’s conclusion that

Shafer is differently situated.

He didn’t select replacement electors or have any “legally material” communications with other

key players, they argued. The only action he took in terms of questioning the validity of the

election outcome was to use legal channels to file a lawsuit contesting the election, the

statement said.

“The proper inquiry under Georgia law for joint representation is not whether the jointly

represented individuals are identically factually situated but, instead, whether they are aligned

in their defenses,” the statement said. “Here, the undisputed evidence is that all eleven electors

are so aligned, and none should be deprived of their counsel of choice.”

A spokesperson for Willis declined to comment on McBurney’s ruling.

Also Wednesday, Sarasota County Circuit Judge Charles Roberts in Florida ruled during a video

hearing that Michael Flynn, a retired lieutenant general who served briefly as national security

adviser under Trump, must appear before the special grand jury on Dec. 8. Flynn’s lawyers had

argued his appeal of Roberts’ earlier ruling ordering him to testify should be allowed to play out

first.

“The state of Georgia does have a compelling interest in having Mr. Flynn testify as soon as

possible,” Roberts said. Because Flynn lives outside Georgia, Willis’ team had to get a judge

where he lives to order him to appear.

Flynn’s attorneys said he will appeal this latest order as well, with lawyer Jason Greaves saying

it is “conflicting with his right to have his appeal heard.”

Roberts refused to stay his order and said “the likelihood of success on appeal is slim.”

___

Associated Press writer Curt Anderson in St. Petersburg, Fla. contributed reporting.

https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-georgia-af1bc7ae04f6bad9fcf97d8889fb15aa
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Democracy Dies in Darkness

Georgia DA seeks to disqualify attorney for ‘fake electors’ in
Trump investigation

By Holly Bailey

Updated April 18, 2023 at 4:29 p.m. EDT | Published April 18, 2023 at 3:27 p.m. EDT

ATLANTA — An Atlanta-area district attorney investigating whether former president Donald Trump and his allies

broke the law when they sought to overturn Trump’s 2020 election loss in Georgia asked a judge to disqualify an

attorney representing some of the Republican “fake electors” who signed certificates falsely stating Trump had won

the election in Georgia, claiming the attorney did not tell her clients they had been offered immunity deals in the

case.

In a court motion filed Tuesday, Fulton County District Attorney Fani T. Willis (D) asked for attorney Kimberly

Bourroughs Debrow, who represents 10 of the alternate Republican electors, to be removed from “any further

participation” in the case. Prosecutors claim Debrow committed an ethical breach by representing so many clients

simultaneously — including electors who have “made adverse claims” against other electors that Debrow represents,

which prosecutors say is clear conflict of interest.

The filing cites interviews Fulton County prosecutors conducted on April 12 and April 14 with some of the electors

represented by Debrow, which Debrow attended.

“During these interviews, some of the electors stated that another elector represented by Ms. Debrow committed

acts that are violations of Georgia law and that they were not party to these additional acts,” the filing states.

“Additionally, in these interviews, some of the electors represented by Ms. Debrow told members of the investigation

team that no potential offer of immunity was ever brought to them in 2022.”

Prosecutors say those claims are in “direct conflict” with statements made in court last year by attorney Holly

Pierson, who previously served as Debrow’s co-counsel in the case. Pierson told a judge they had informed their

clients about offers of immunity made by Willis’s office as prosecutors sought their testimony before a special

purpose grand jury impaneled to investigate alleged 2020 election interference.

In an email, Debrow denied the allegations, calling the prosecution motion “baseless, false, and offensive.” “None of

my clients have committed any crimes,” Debrow said, adding that they “have not implicated themselves or each

other in any crimes.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/holly-bailey/?itid=ai_top_BaileyH


“Each interview referred to was recorded, and the court will be able to hear for itself how the DA’s office has

completely misrepresented the facts,” Debrow added. “I have ethically and professionally represented my clients at

all times, and I will continue to do so.”

Pierson — who now represents just one of the electors, Georgia Republican Party Chair David Shafer — said the

prosecution allegations are “entirely false” and that the court “already has documents in its possession … that prove

the DA’s allegations false.”

“Sadly, the DA’s office continues to seem more interested in media attention, trampling on the constitutional rights

of innocent citizens, and recklessly defaming its perceived opponents than in the facts, the law, or the truth,” Pierson

said in an email.

The motion comes as Willis has signaled she is close to making public her decision on whether she will file charges in

the high-stakes investigation, which has ensnared not only Trump and some of his closest aides and allies but a

litany of prominent Republicans including former New York mayor Rudy Giuliani, Sen. Lindsey O. Graham (R-S.C.)

and several top Georgia officials, including Gov. Brian Kemp (R), who were targets of Trump’s lobbying to overturn

Joe Biden’s narrow victory in the state.

Willis, a longtime Fulton County prosecutor who was elected district attorney in 2020, launched her investigation

into alleged election interference just days after a recording was made public of a January 2021 phone call that

Trump made to Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger urging him to “find” enough votes to overturn

Trump’s defeat in Georgia.

It was one of several calls Trump and his associates made to Georgia officials prodding them to undertake efforts to

change the results of the state’s presidential election, which Trump lost by fewer than 12,000 votes.

But Willis has indicated publicly and in court filings that her office’s investigation has expanded include several

other lines of inquiry, including false claims of election fraud that Giuliani and other Trump associates made to

Georgia state lawmakers; threats and harassment targeting Georgia election workers; and the alternate Republican

electors.

Willis and her team are said to be closely examining not only Trump’s phone calls but what knowledge he had and

role he played in efforts including those false electors. Willis has indicated she is eyeing Georgia’s expansive anti-

racketeering law as she considers whether Trump and his allies conspired to break the law in seeking to overturn the

state’s election results.

Willis told The Washington Post last year that she and other prosecutors had heard credible allegations that serious

crimes had been committed and that she believed some people could be facing prison sentences.

At least 18 people have been notified they are targets of the election interference investigation, according to court

documents and statements from their attorneys. That list includes Giuliani and the slate of 16 alternate Republican

electors.
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Last year, Willis sought the testimony of those electors before the special grand jury, but only one is known to have

been among the 75 witnesses who appeared before the panel.

Last year, prosecutors waged a battle to block Pierson and Debrow from jointly representing 11 of those GOP

electors, describing it as a violation of legal and ethical rules.

In November, Judge Robert McBurney, who presided over the special grand jury, ruled that Shafer could not share

an attorney with the other 10 electors represented by Pierson and Debrow. At that time, Pierson took Shafer’s case,

while Debrow represented the other group.

The legal fees for Shafer and the 10 electors are being paid by the Georgia Republican Party.

Willis’s filing Tuesday indicates that some of those electors who had been reluctant to give testimony in the case may

now be cooperating with the investigation — though it was not immediately clear if that was because they had been

granted immunity or if any had provided information beyond interviews with prosecutors.

A spokesman for Willis declined to comment.

The special grand jury was dissolved in January after issuing a final report on its findings. That report remains

mostly sealed to protect the rights of “potential future defendants,” according to McBurney.

But Emily Kohrs, the panel’s forewoman, has said the grand jury recommended the indictment of several people.

She has declined to say whether Trump was among them — citing McBurney’s instruction to keep jury deliberations

private until prosecutors decide whether to file charges — but also told reporters the public would not be “shocked”

at the panel’s recommendations given news about the case.

Last month, Trump’s Georgia-based legal team — Drew Findling, Jennifer Little and Marissa Goldberg — seized on

Kohrs’s public comments about the grand jury proceedings as they filed a motion to quash the panel’s report and

block prosecutors from using any evidence gathered during the investigation. They argued the panel was

“unconstitutional” and had violated Trump’s due process rights.

Trump’s lawyers also sought to remove Willis and her office from the case along with McBurney — suggesting he had

given poor advice to the grand jury. McBurney, who continues to oversee the case, has ordered prosecutors to file a

response to Trump’s legal team by May 1.

Willis has said little publicly about her timeline for potentially bringing a case. In January, Willis told McBurney

during a court hearing that charging decisions were “imminent,” but she later clarified to a reporter for the Atlanta

Journal-Constitution that she did not necessarily mean she would announce those decisions anytime soon.

Tuesday’s filing indicates that Willis’s investigation continues to be active, and a source close to the case has said

prosecutors are continuing to review evidence as Willis nears her public announcement on potential indictments.

https://www.ajc.com/politics/politics-blog/georgia-gop-finances-legal-fees-for-fake-electors/B2OERHK4UVDPPHVWP6K7L6RD2A/
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To bring charges, Willis would have to present her case to a regular grand jury that, unlike the special-purpose grand

jury, has the power to bring criminal indictments. In Fulton County, grand jury terms begin every two months. The

next panels are scheduled to begin the first week of May.
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ATLANTA — The Fulton County District Attorneyʼs Office has offered immunity deals to
several fake electors who gathered at the State Capitol in 2020 to cast Electoral College
votes for former President Donald Trump.

The revelation was made public on Tuesday in a filing from the DAʼs office, which also
asked that one of the attorneys representing those electors be disqualified from the case.

According to the filing, Kimberly Burroughs Debrow, who represents 10 of the electors,
failed to inform her clients about the potential immunity deals after they were offered last
summer.

In the filing, Willis said Debrowʼs representation of the 10 electors has become an
“impracticable and ethical mess” after interviews with some of the electors last week
showed that they told the investigation team that “no potential offer of immunity was ever
brought to them in 2022.”

RELATED STORIES:

Released testimony sheds new light on meeting of false electors in 2020
presidential election

New court filing confirms 11 GOP false electors potential targets in election
tampering probe

Special grand jury focuses on fake electors during Wednesday testimony
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Source: Trump campaign asked ʻalternateʼ electors to keep meeting secret
following 2020 election

The court documents said the electors had been told by Debrow and her then-co-counsel,
Holly Pierson, on Aug. 5, 2022, that none of their clients were interested in immunity.

At least 11 electors are part of Willisʼ investigation into potential tampering in the 2020
presidential election.

Channel 2 political reporter Richard Elliot was in the room in December 2020 as 16
GOP false electors signed a document declaring their votes for Trump.

Former State GOP chair David Shafer testified that the only reason they met was to keep
former President Donald Trumpʼs elections lawsuits alive and that he was unaware of
larger efforts to use the slate to overturn the election in Congress.

Shafer has since stepped down as chair of the Georgia GOP. He has also been named as a
target of the investigation.

The motion comes as Willis decides whether or not to bring criminal charges in the
investigation into potential election tampering.
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Video shows convicted murderer’s violent reaction when guilty verdict
is read in Ga. court
A Georgia man who was convicted of murder had a violent, emotional outburst in court after his 
verdict was read Wednesday.
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Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis watches proceedings during a hearing to decide if
the final report by a special grand jury looking into possible interference in the 2020
presidential election can be released Tuesday, Jan. 24, 2023, in Atlanta.

Credit:  AP Photo/John Bazemore

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis is seeking to remove a lawyer from

representing 10 Georgia Republicans who served as fake 2020 electors for Donald Trump

after several of them allegedly accused a fellow elector of breaking state law last week.

Tuesday's filing also alleged that attorney Kimberly Burroughs Debrow also failed to notify

her clients of potential immunity deals that prosecutors offered last summer, and comes as

charging decisions are expected soon in the sweeping investigation into the Trump-led

effort to overturn the presidential election results in Georgia.
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Debrow and attorney Holly Pierson initially represented 11 of the 16 people who falsely

signed documents claiming to be Georgia's electors, including Georgia GOP chairman

David Shafer, but Fulton County Superior Court Judge Robert McBurney ruled in

November 2022 that Shafer took on a more active role in convening the alternate electors

than the rest of the 11 so he had to be represented separately. Pierson agreed to be Shafer's

lawyer while Debrow retained the remainder of the 10.

The DA's filing reveals that as recently as last week, her office interviewed some of the fake

electors represented by Debrow and some of them said that another elector represented by

Debrow "committed acts that are violations of Georgia law and that they were not party to

these additional acts."

Practically speaking, Willis argues that the new information means the 10 electors Debrow

represents are no longer similarly situated, and creates a conflict of interest that means

she can not ethically represent any of the electors anymore.

"Debrow representing 10 of the electors has reached an 'impracticable and ethical mess,'"

Willis wrote, further compounded by news that some of the electors were allegedly never

informed of the possibility of immunity deals with prosecutors when they were first

approached last summer.

RELATED: Fake GOP electors targeted in Fulton County special grand jury
probe

According to the filing, attorneys for the fake electors previously indicated none of them

were interested in conversations about immunity.

It is not clear how many of the 10 Republicans are accused another of committing a crime,

or what the crimes may be. Most of the names of those who met in the state Capitol and

signed falsified documents purporting to be official electors are prominent members of the

state's Republican party apparatus, including Brad Carver, a current Congressional

District GOP chairman, state Sen. Shawn Still and Cathy Latham, a former GOP official in

Coffee County who was involved with an effort to make an unauthorized copy of election

data by Trump-aligned attorneys and election deniers.

https://www.gpb.org/news/2022/07/19/fake-gop-electors-targeted-in-fulton-county-special-grand-jury-probe
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Willis' motion comes after weeks of relative radio silence following a ruling in mid-

February that released parts of the brief recommendations from the special purpose grand

jury that investigated the sweeping efforts to reverse Trump's defeat. The special grand

jury did not have the power to issue indictments, but its findings apparently offered a road

map for Willis to take evidence to a regular grand jury to seek charges.

"Having reviewed the final report, the undersigned concludes that the special purpose

grand jury did not exceed the scope of its prescribed mission," Judge McBurney wrote in

his February order. "Indeed, it provided the District Attorney with exactly what she

requested: a roster of who should (or should not) be indicted, and for what, in relation to

the conduct (and aftermath) of the 2020 general election in Georgia."

The decision to redact most of the recommendations citing concerns over due process has

been appealed by a coalition of media outlets and is being taken up by the Georgia Court of

Appeals.

Meanwhile, this disqualification request also comes as the DA's office faces a May 1

deadline to respond to a sweeping motion from Trump's lawyers seeking to

invalidate the special grand jury statute, disqualify Willis from prosecuting anyone in

relation to the election interference investigation of the special jury, prevent any evidence

gathered in the process from being used by any prosecutor and essentially end any probe

into the 2020 election's aftermath.

Trump was never interviewed or subpoenaed by the special grand jury, though it is

possible that Willis could seek charges against him based on existing public statements

and evidence, testimony from more than 70 witnesses heard in private or through the

state's racketeering statute.
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Some of the Fulton County special grand jury report into
election interference has been released

Here's what we know (and don't know) after a partial release of the Fulton County special

purpose grand jury report detailing its investigation of election interference in 2020.

February 16, 2023 | By: Stephen Fowler
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Could Georgia's Fani Willis be removed from prosecuting
Donald Trump?

Accusations that Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis had an affair with a special

prosecutor she hired to seek convictions of Donald Trump and others for interfering in

Georgia's 2020 election have led to renewed calls to remove Willis from the case. Willis, an

elected Democrat, has shown no signs of stepping down yet. But there are ways she could

be removed.

January 24, 2024 | By: Associated Press
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Lawyer hired to prosecute Trump in Georgia is thrust into
the spotlight over affair claims

Allegations of a romantic relationship between a Georgia district attorney and an outside

lawyer she hired has roiled the 2020 election case against Donald Trump and 18 others.

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis has defended her hiring of Nathan Wade, but

she has yet to directly address the assertion that the two are romantically involved.

January 19, 2024 | By: Associated Press
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Fake Trump electors pointing fingers in Georgia

election inquiry; DA seeks removal of defense

attorney

Updated April 18, 2023 · 2 min read

Learn more

Kevin Johnson, USA TODAY
28

In recent days, some Republican electors who cast phony ballots to elect

 in 2020 have provided Atlanta prosecutors with potentially

incriminating information involving another as part of the long-running

election interference inquiry in Georgia, according to court documents

filed Tuesday.
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The disclosure was contained in court papers calling for the

disqualification of defense attorney Kimberly Bourroughs Debrow who

represents 10 of the electors in the inquiry, including those interviewed by

Fulton County, Georgia prosecutors as recently as last week.

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis has asserted that Debrow's

representation of the group raises serious conflict of interest questions

that have now reached an "impracticable and ethical mess."

"During these interviews, some of the electors stated another elector

represented by Ms. Debrow committed acts that are in violation of

Georgia law and they were not party to these additional acts," the court

documents state.

The nature of the conduct was described, though prosecutors have been

pursuing a wide-ranging inquiry involving election fraud and the electors'

roles in casting the fake Trump ballots.

Electors also told investigators that they were not informed of potential

offers of immunity in exchange for their cooperation even though Debrow

and another attorney, Holly Pierson, offered a conflicting account to a

Fulton County court in August.

At that time, prosecutors said the attorneys informed them that their

clients were not interested in striking immunity agreements.

More: Are 'more serious' legal woes ahead for Trump? Experts say NYC

case may be least of his worries

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis, right, talks with a member of her team during proceedings

to seat a special purpose grand jury in Fulton County, Georgia, on May 2, to look into the actions of

former President Donald Trump and his supporters who tried to overturn the results of the 2020… ...More
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More: Trump lawyers seek to quash Atlanta grand jury report, recuse DA's

office from inquiry

Fulton County Superior Court Judge Robert McBurney speaks during a Jan. 24 hearing in Atlanta to

decide if the final report by a special grand jury looking into possible interference in the 2020

presidential election can be released.

Debrow did not immediately respond to a request for comment.

Pierson said the prosecutors' claims were "entirely false."

"Sadly, the DA's office continues to seem more interested in media

attention, trampling on the constitutional rights of innocent citizens, and

recklessly defaming its perceived opponents than in the facts, the law, or

the truth," Pierson said.

The disclosure comes as the district attorney weighs whether to pursue

charges in an investigation first prompted by a Jan. 2, 2021 telephone call

in which Trump pressed Georgia's top election official to find enough votes

to overturn the election results in the key battleground state.

Willis' inquiry is only one several inquiries shadowing Trump as he pursues

a new bid for the White House.

Earlier this month, Trump pleaded not guilty to 34 felony counts in

connection with hush money paid to a adult film star in the final weeks of

the 2020 campaign related to an alleged affair years earlier.

More: Trump 2024 campaign strategy after indictment prepares

supporters for more charges against him

This article originally appeared on USA TODAY: Georgia DA: Fake Trump

electors pointing fingers in election inquiry
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DA Willis has yet to say if she will seek criminal charges.

Author: 11alive.com

Published: 5:10 PM EDT April 18, 2023

Updated: 5:10 PM EDT April 18, 2023

Georgia's 'fake' Trump electors turn
on each other, Fulton DA says
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Fani Willis wants lawyer for Trump fake electors off the
case, says there’s conflict
There are signs of life in the probe into 2020 election interference in Georgia. How those signs impact
Donald Trump and others remains to be seen.

By Jordan Rubin

What has Georgia's Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis been up to? We’ve all been
wondering since she said months ago that decisions from her office about its 2020 election
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interference probe were “imminent.” Well, we got an update this week.

Specifically, there may be some flipping among the so-called fake electors — the people who
signed false slates of electors for then-President Donald Trump during the 2020 election — and
it’s leading Willis to try and get a state GOP-paid lawyer kicked off the matter.

That lawyer is Kimberly Bourroughs Debrow, who’s been representing 10 of the Georgia
Republicans who sought to push Trump into office despite him losing to Joe Biden. According to
a filing from Willis on Tuesday, some of them have implicated another in criminal activity
(though the filing didn't specify which elector or what alleged crime or crimes). That led Willis to
seek Debrow’s disqualification because, per Willis, her office interviewed some of those electors
last week, which revealed not only that some of them are implicating another, but that the
defense never conveyed immunity offers to the electors that were broached last year. (Debrow
has denied Willis’ allegation.)

But wait. Why is Willis, the prosecutor, getting involved with defense representation? Don’t
people have a right to their chosen lawyer if they’re informed about any potential conflict (and if
they can afford the lawyer)?

Yes, but not without exception. A lawyer needs to keep their client’s best interests in mind,
which can be complicated when a lawyer represents multiple clients. When clients’ interests
conflict, that can make it close to impossible for a lawyer to act on one client’s interests without
negatively impacting another's. As Willis has framed the situation in her filing — which, again,
Debrow contests — such a conflict appears to be a serious possibility here.

https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/georgia-trump-probe-report-fulton-county-judge-rcna70382
https://www.fultonclerk.org/DocumentCenter/View/1905/SPGJ-MOTION-TO-DISQUALIFY-ATTY-KIMBERLY-BOURROUGHS-DEBROW
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However the representation issue gets sorted out, the more important takeaway for now may be
the possibility of potential flipping and immunity that have led the DA to take the step of seeking
Debrow’s disqualification.

So what does this mean for the timing of the Georgia investigation and potential charges?
Remember, the special grand jury that recommended charges (in a still partially sealed report)
was purely investigative — it couldn’t vote on an indictment. To secure an indictment, Willis
needs to go through a regular grand jury. The New York Times reported Tuesday that the DA “is
expected to seek indictments next month” but that it “was not immediately clear if the latest
development could delay the timetable.”

Given the apparently sprawling nature of Willis' investigation — compared to Trump’s New York
indictment, for example, where he’s the only defendant on a narrow set of charges — it won’t be
surprising if Georgia charges don’t come next month, either. But the latest known action in
Fulton County suggests that Willis’ office is actively working toward charges. Whatever those
charges might be and against whom, we still do not know.  

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis during a hearing Jan. 24 in Atlanta. John Bazemore / AP file
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Jordan Rubin is the Deadline: Legal Blog writer. He was a prosecutor for the New York County District Attorney’s Office in
Manhattan and is the author of “Bizarro," a book about the secret war on synthetic drugs. Before he joined MSNBC, he was a
legal reporter for Bloomberg Law.
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GEORGIA TRUMP INVESTIGATION

Cathy Latham, who also played a key role in the copying of election

data in Coffee County, filed the motion Friday

ATLANTA — One of the "fake" electors for former President Donald Trump is working to stop

Atlanta prosecutors from proceeding with their investigation into alleged criminal interference

in Georgia's 2020 presidential election.

An attorney for Cathy Latham, the former chair of the Coffee County Republican Party, filed a

motion Friday joining Trump's efforts to bury a special purpose grand jury report that

recommends more than a dozen people be indicted for their actions. 

Both Latham and Trump want Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis and her office barred

from any further investigation or prosecutions related to the election. The pair also argue

evidence uncovered by the special purpose grand jury was "unconstitutionally derived" and no

prosecutor should be able to use it.

RELATED: Trump moves to block Georgia election investigation from proceeding, remove

Fulton County DA from possible cases

'Fake' Coffee County Trump elector
wants 2020 Georgia election
investigation ended

Author: Nick Wooten

Published: 4:05 PM EDT April 28, 2023

Updated: 5:01 PM EDT April 28, 2023
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Latham, a retired school teacher, was one of 16 Republicans who cast Electoral College ballots

falsely claiming Trump won the 2020 presidential election.

Trump filed his motion to quash the jury's report in March.

North Carolina attorney Kieran J. Shanahan filed the motion on Latham's behalf. Shanahan

didn't return a call from 11Alive before publication.

"The actions of the Fulton County District Attorney's Office as set forth in the Trump Motion

have violated Mrs. Latham's constitutional rights, have tainted the evidence allegedly gathered

by the (jury), and have intruded upon the traditional independence and safeguards of the

institution of the grand jury itself," Latham's motion reads.

Latham also played a key role in the alleged breaching and copying of election data in Coffee

County on Jan. 7, 2021. Both the Georgia Bureau of Investigation and Fulton County District

Attorney are investigating the breach.

Surveillance footage shows Latham escorting operatives working with former Trump attorney

Sidney Powell through the front door of the county's election office. The operatives then spent

hours inside the office copying election data.

Texts reviewed by 11Alive and obtained through a years-long civil lawsuit challenging the

security of Georgia’s electronic voting systems show Trump allies were invited to inspect the

county's voting system.
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“Huge things are starting to come together! Most immediately, we were granted access - by

written invitation! - to the Coffee County systens (sic). Yay!”, said Trump attorney Katherine

Friess in a Jan. 1, 2021 text message. 

RELATED: 'Ethical mess' | Georgia's 'fake' Trump electors turn on each other, Fulton DA says

According to a motion filed last week by Willis, some of the fake electors are accusing another

elector of violating state law. Prosecutors don't identify the alleged crime or the elector who

may have violated state law.

Willis filed the motion in an effort to remove attorney Kimberly Bourroughs Debrow, who was

representing 10 of the fake Trump electors. Willis alleged that Debrow failed to inform the

electors of immunity offers in 2022.

Debrow denied the allegations and has until May 5 to respond to Willis.
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ATLANTA (AP) — The prosecutor investigating possible illegal meddling in the 2020 election in

Georgia has agreed to immunity deals with at least eight Republican fake electors who signed a

certificate falsely stating that then-President Donald Trump had won the state.

Defense attorney Kimberly Debrow revealed the existence of the immunity deals in a court

filing Friday, saying her eight clients had accepted the agreements last month. The filing does

not identify the people who were offered immunity deals.

Last July, Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis’ office revealed that each of the 16 people

who signed the false elector certificate was a target of her investigation, which is examining

At least 8 fake electors have immunity in Ga. election
probe

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis poses for a portrait, Wednesday, April 19, 2023, in Atlanta. (AP Photo/Brynn Anderson)Read More
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whether Trump and his allies committed any crimes while trying to overturn his narrow

election loss.

The 16 fake electors met at the state Capitol on Dec. 14, 2020, and signed a certificate

declaring falsely that Trump had won the presidential election and declaring themselves the

state’s “duly elected and qualified” electors.
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The news of the immunity deals shows that Willis continues to work on her case as she

prepares to make decisions on whether to seek charges this summer. In letters sent to law

enforcement agencies late last month, she advised them to prepare adequate security as she

intends to announce her charging decisions between mid-July and early September.

Debrow’s filing Friday came in response to a motion filed last month by Willis seeking to bar the

defense attorney from further participation in the proceedings stemming from the

investigation. Debrow called Willis’ motion “reckless, frivolous, offensive, and completely

without merit.”

A spokesperson for Willis on Friday declined to comment on Debrow’s motion.

At the time when Willis informed the 16 fake electors last summer that they could face charges

in the investigation, 11 of them were represented by Debrow and another attorney, Holly

Pierson, who were hired by the state Republican Party. Fulton County Superior Judge Robert

McBurney, who oversaw the special grand jury that had been seated to aid the investigation,

ruled in November that Georgia Republican Party Chairman David Shafer could not share an

attorney with the other 10 fake electors represented by Debrow and Pierson. As a result,

Pierson continued to represent Shafer and Debrow represented the other 10.

Debrow said in the Friday filing that when the district attorney’s office offered immunity deals

to eight of her 10 clients, she consulted with her other two clients and they determined that the

“most conservative and practical course” was for those two people to hire their own lawyers.

She said they have since done that.

In her motion last month, Willis said that in interviews with her team in April some of Debrow’s

clients said another of the fake electors she represents “committed acts that are violations of

Georgia law.” The motion also says some of Debrow’s clients said they were never told about

possible immunity deals last summer despite Pierson having told the court that they had

spoken to their clients and none were interested.

Debrow’s representation of 10 of the fake electors represents a clear conflict and had become

an “impracticable and ethical mess,” Willis wrote.

Willis “has falsely but publicly maligned the integrity of two well-respected and fellow members

of the Bar based on fictional claims known to be untrue when made,” Debrow wrote. “Such

reckless and unprofessional conduct is simply untenable and unacceptable.”

The only actual immunity offers made by Willis’ team came on April 4, and any prior

discussions were “highly generalized, non-individualized ‘offers to offer’ potential immunity to

undisclosed recipients,” Debrow wrote. Each of the 11 people she and Pierson represented last

https://apnews.com/article/georgia-trump-election-probe-willis-cc817a200b6d55cdc7b56d0d6ca247f2
https://apnews.com/article/biden-crime-donald-trump-georgia-7a0c1aa1e4f7fe6ec3861aed024c010a
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summer was provided with information in August on the existence and possible implications of

potential immunity offers. All 11 of them declined the offer of potential immunity as presented

at the time, Debrow wrote.

Additionally, Debrow wrote, “none of the interviewed electors said anything in any of their

interviews that was incriminating to themselves or anyone else, and certainly not to any other

elector represented by defense counsel.”

During the interviews with her clients last month, prosecutors never said they believed that any

of Debrow’s clients was incriminating another and never said they objected to her

representation of all of her clients, Debrow wrote.

There was no basis to disqualify her from the case before and that is even more true now that

all of her clients have immunity, Debrow wrote.

Meanwhile, Trump’s Georgia legal team in March filed a motion seeking to toss the special

grand jury report and any evidence related to the panel’s investigation and to bar Willis from

any further involvement in the case. Cathy Latham, who signed the bogus elector certificate,

joined that motion on April 29. Latham had been one of the 10 represented by Debrow, but last

week’s motion was filed by a different lawyer.

McBurney has given Willis until May 15 to file a combined response to Trump and Latham’s

motions.
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8 Trump 'fake electors' have accepted
immunity in Georgia election probe,
attorney says
The Fulton County DA is investigating efforts to overturn the 2020 election.

By Olivia Rubin
May 5, 2023, 8:01 PM

Eight of the so-called "fake electors" in Georgia who were allegedly involved
in efforts to overturn the results of the 2020 election in the state have
accepted immunity in the Fulton County probe into the matter, according to
their lawyer.

Brian Snyder/Reuters, FILE

Former President and Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump attends a campaign event in
Manchester, N.H., April 27, 2023.
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In a court filing in the case on Friday, an attorney who represents 10 of the
fake electors said the Fulton County district attorney's office reached out in
April to provide an immunity offer for eight of her clients.

"After reviewing the actual, written offers of immunity, each of those eight
electors accepted their immunity offer," the filing by the attorney, Kimberly
Debrow, said.

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis is probing former President
Donald Trump's efforts to overturn his election loss in the state, after Trump
was heard in a January 2021 phone call pleading with Secretary of State Brad
Raffensperger to help him "find 11,780 votes," the exact number he needed to
win Georgia.

The House select committee investigating the Jan. 6 Capitol attack said the
"fake elector" plan, set up in multiple swing states, assembled "groups of
individuals in key battleground states and got them to call themselves
electors, created phony certificates associated with these fake electors, and
then transmitted these certificates to Washington, and to the Congress, to be
counted during the joint session of Congress on January 6th."

Seven of the electors, according to the filing, have sat for interviews with the
district attorney's office.

All 16 "fake electors" in the state had previously been informed they were
considered targets of the probe.

MORE: Georgia prosecutors 'target' 16 'fake electors' in 2020

election probe
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The new filing on Friday came after Willis earlier last month asked the judge
to disqualify Debrow from simultaneously representing the electors. Willis
claimed in her court filing that Debrow's representation of multiple electors
amounted to a conflict of interest, especially after some of the electors stated
during interviews with the DA's office that other electors had committed
crimes.

Debrow, in her filing on Friday, denied that accusation.

"At no time during or after any of these interview did the DA election team
state that they believed an elector was incriminating another jointly
represented elector or that they believed a conflict of interest had arisen,"
the filing stated.

Debrow also pushed back on the accusation that she did not bring earlier
immunity offers to her clients, and accused one of the DA's investigators of

Brian Snyder/Reuters, FILE

Former President and Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump attends a ca... Show more
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an "egregious and aggressive" attempt to "mislead" one of the electors during
their interview regarding regarding that issue.

Debrow and the investigator, according to the filing, got into a "heated
exchange" during which the investigator threatened to "tear up" the deal and
indict the elector.
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2024 Elections
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ATLANTA, Ga. (Atlanta News First) - In the chaotic aftermath of 2020′s presidential election, 16 Republican electors met at Georgia’s state capitol on
Dec. 14, 2020, and signed a certificate declaring then-President Donald Trump as the winner of the state’s Nov. 3 contest.

Those 16 electors, now alleged to be “fake,” have been central to Fulton County DA Fani Willis’ two-year investigation into whether Trump attempted
to overturn the outcome of that election, an election which eventually saw Joe Biden become the first Democrat to win a deep South state in a
presidential race since Bill Clinton in 1992.

According to the Associated Press, the 16 electors signed a certificate not only declaring Trump had won the election, but also declaring themselves
the state’s “duly elected and qualified” electors.

Behind the Investigation with Atlanta News First
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Who are Georgia’s alleged fake electors in the Donald
Trump investigation?
Those electors have been central to Fulton DA Fani Willis’ investigation into whether Trump tried to overturn Georgia’s 2020
presidential election.

Explainer: Former President Donald Trump's alleged fake electors in Georgia

By Tim Darnell and The Associated Press
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Willis, according to the AP, has agreed to immunity deals with at least eight of those alleged fake electors. In May, defense attorney Kimberly Debrow
revealed the existence of the immunity deals, saying her eight clients had accepted the agreements in April. The filing does not identify the people
who were offered immunity deals.

In March 2021, American Oversight, a Washington D.C., watchdog group, made public the documents, which it received in response to a public records
request. The entire document also includes a list of alleged fake electors from Arizona, Michigan, New Mexico, Nevada and Pennsylvania.

Read: Full transcript of Donald Trump’s call to Brad Raffensperger

Georgia’s list of alleged fake electors listed in the document are Mark Amick; Joseph Brannan; Ken Carroll; Brad Carver; Vikki Consiglio; John Downey;
Carolyn Fisher; Kay Godwin; David Hanna; Mark Hennessey; Burt Jones; Cathleen Latham; Daryl Moody; David Shafer; Shawn Still; and C.B. Yadav.

Documents attempting to certify the election as a Trump victory were submitted by Shafer, then chairman of the Georgia GOP. Shafer has since
stepped down as head of the state party, and Jones, who was a state senator at the time, had just been elected the state’s lieutenant governor.

After Willis opened a criminal investigation “into attempts to influence the administration of the 2020 Georgia General Election,” a special grand jury
with subpoena power was seated in May 2022. In court filings, Willis alleged “a multi-state, coordinated plan by the Trump campaign to influence the
results of the November 2020 election in Georgia and elsewhere.

Also central to Willis’ investigation is a Jan. 2, 2021, phone call Trump and White House aides made to Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger,
in which the nation’s 45th president pressured the state’s top elections official to find enough votes for him to win Georgia’s election.

In a late April letter, Willis warned Fulton County Sheriff Patrick Labat of “charging decisions” coming this summer in connection with her investigation.
In that same letter, she notified Fulton County deputies she will announce charges from her investigation sometime between July 11 and Sept. 1.

On May 2, Willis said she is planning to make a “historical decision” this summer regarding her investigation. Later that month, she sent a letter to the
Fulton County Superior Court, in which the DA notified Judge Ural Glanville her office plans to work remotely during the first three weeks of August
and asking no trials be scheduled during that time.

Key figures in the Donald Trump/Georgia election interference investigation
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On July 27, security barriers were seen being set up around the Fulton County courthouse.
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GEORGIA TRUMP INVESTIGATION

Sixteen Republicans met at the Georgia State Capitol on Dec. 14, 2020,

and signed documents claiming Trump won the election. Will any be

indicted?

ATLANTA — Sixteen Georgia Republicans met inside the state capitol on Dec. 14, 2020, and

what happened under the Gold Dome that day has been a topic of interest for Fulton County

prosecutors who could criminally charge Donald Trump and his allies.

The group, led by then-GOP chair David Shafer, signed Electoral College documents that

falsely claimed Trump won the 2020 election with instructions from his campaign. 

As investigative bodies probed Trump’s attempt to hold onto the presidency, the scheme to

have Trump supporters pose as presidential electors in battleground states received more

attention.

Nearly three years after that meeting, at least half of the Georgia electors have taken immunity

deals as part of District Attorney Fani Willis’ investigation into potential election interference. It’s

unclear which of them took deals.

Arguments in defense of and against the electors' actions have been made. Some argue the

electors committed crimes under state law, including forgery. Others argue the electors were
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acting under the advice of legal counsel. The electors, they say, acted properly under the

circumstances and were constitutionally protected.

Attorneys have argued the electors weren’t aware of Trump’s Jan. 6 plans, and the Georgia

Republican party is fundraising for their legal defense.

A Fulton County grand jury will soon decide if any of them will be indicted.

RELATED: What to know about Georgia's Trump investigation

Who are the electors?

The sixteen Republicans who served as Trump electors range from high-ranking party officials

to current Georgia senators.

The electors are:

Shafer

Burt Jones: Georgia’s current lieutenant governor, Jones served in the state senate during

the 2020 election.

Shawn Still: A current Georgia state senator, Still served as party secretary during the 2020

election.

Cathleen Alston Latham: A retired school teacher, Lathan is the former Coffee County GOP

chair. Latham is allegedly involved with the reported copying of election data in Coffee

County. That matter is also being investigated by Fulton prosecutors.

Joseph Brannan: The general manager of a Columbus, Georgia, radio station group, Brannan

served as party treasurer during the 2020 election.

James "Ken" Carroll: Carroll, who served in various GOP roles over the years, was the state

party’s assistant secretary during the 2020 election.

Vikki Townsend Consiglio: A current board member of the Georgia Soil and Water

Conservation Commission, Consiglio was the state party’s assistant treasurer during the

2020 election.

Carolyn Hall Fisher: Former chair of the Forsyth County Republican Party, Fisher served as

first vice chair of the state party during the 2020 election.

Gloria Kay Godwin: A longtime GOP activist from Blackshear, Georgia.

Credit: AP Photo/Jason Getz
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David G. Hanna: A former CEO.

Mark W. Hennessy: A current appointee to the Board of Natural Resources, Hennessy owns

car dealerships.

Mark Amick: A member of the Board of Governors for the Georgia Republican Foundation,

Amick has also unsuccessfully ran for Milton City Council. 

John Downey

Daryl Moody:  The chairman of the Foundation Board of Governors for the Georgia

Republican Foundation, Moody is also an attorney.

Brad Carver: An attorney and Republican activist.

C.B. Yadav: A small business owner in coastal Camden County, Yadav serves on the

Georgians First Commission under the governor’s office.

A Fulton County Superior Court judge previously ruled that Willis couldn't prosecute Jones

because Willis hosted a fundraiser for Jones' Democratic opponent ahead of the November

election.

The Prosecuting Attorneys Council of Georgia will determine if Jones should be investigated by

a special prosecutor.

FILE - Georgia Lt. Gov. candidate Burt Jones participates in a Republican primary debate, May 3, 2022, in Atlanta.

Jones' push for a bill allowing a hospital to be built in his home county is complicating end-of-session negotiations

among Georgia lawmakers. (AP Photo/Brynn Anderson, Pool, File)

What did the electors do?

The 16 Republicans signed Electoral College certificates falsely claiming Trump won the

election. Those certificates were submitted to Congress, state officials and the National

Archive.

The electors are appointed by the state party. Each presidential elector represents one of the

state’s Electoral College votes. In Georgia and most other states, a state’s popular vote result

determines which party's electors are sent to the state capitol. Their votes and the documents

they sign are counted during a joint session of Congress. 

Credit: AP
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It was similar to plots in other battleground states. The Trump campaign hoped that Vice

President Mike Pence would count the Republican slate of electors or reject the Democratic

electors. The goal was to keep Trump in the White House.

The Georgia electors were directed to use "complete secrecy" by Robert Sinners, Trump’s

election day operations lead in Georgia for 2020. Sinners now serves as a spokesperson for

the Georgia Secretary of State’s office.

George Chidi, an independent Atlanta journalist who has been subpoenaed to testify before

both Fulton County grand juries meeting this court term, told 11Alive that he stumbled upon the

meeting after following one of the GOP's alternate electors into a room. 

He said he was kicked out of the room shortly after entering and lied to about the purpose of

the meeting.

"I went to the capitol ... because I was concerned after seeing a lot of right-wing extremist

activity," he said. "I didn't realize the Republican electors would actually try to meet there."

Legal experts who previously spoke with 11Alive and a report from the Brookings Institute

indicate that the electors could face fraud and forgery charges in addition to election-related

charges.

However, attorneys for Shafer have argued in recent weeks that the electors' actions were

"constitutionally protected."

A legal challenge to Georgia’s election results filed by Trump and Shafer was still pending

when the electors met. The Republicans, the attorneys argued in a letter to Willis, were acting

under the advice of legal counsel.

Shafer’s actions were protected by the Georgia Constitution as well as the First, Fifth and

Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, according to the letter. The attorneys also

said the Trump electors were acting in a historically appropriate manner, comparing the

situation to the 1960 Democratic electors in Hawaii. 

During that race, John Kennedy already won the presidency, but Richard Nixon was declared

the winner in Hawaii by 140 votes.

Democrats challenged the results, and a court-ordered recount was ongoing. With the results

in question, both electors met and sent their documents to Congress. The recount found that

Kennedy won by 115 votes, and the state's electoral votes went to Kennedy.
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To date, the Georgia Republican Party has covered the legal fees for the Trump electors.

Last year, the party paid Strickland Debrow of Newnan, GA, about $170,000. Atlanta-based

Pierson Law LLC received roughly $52,000 from the Georgia GOP.  

Kimberly Debrow represented half of the Trump electors while Pierson represents Shafer.

In recently filed campaign disclosures reviewed by 11Alive, the Georgia Republican Party paid

Strickland Debrow nearly $273,000 during the first six months of 2023.  Gillen, Withers & Lake

received roughly $46,000 over the same period. Gillen and Lake are the other two attorneys

representing Shafer.

The party launched a new website defending the electors’ actions. They argue the term “fake

elector” is a lie, comparing it to the mythical Loch Ness Monster and Bigfoot.

Visitors to the site are encouraged to donate for the electors’ defense ahead of potential

indictments. 

Willis is expected to announce potential indictments before Sept. 1. She’s previously hinted that

charging decisions will come before Aug. 18.

Related Articles

Trump's attempt to stop potential indictments, derail 2020 investigation shot
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By Hayes Brown, MSNBC Opinion Writer/Editor
Aug. 14, 2023, 11:33 PM EDT

Fani Willis successfully flipped eight ‘fake electors.’ Why that
matters to Trump.
More than a dozen of the charges filed against Donald Trump in Georgia go back to a convoluted scheme
to cast Biden's Electoral College win into doubt.

Opinion

Rudy Giuliani at a news conference at the Republican National Committee on lawsuits about the
outcome of the 2020 presidential election. Tom Williams / CQ-Roll Call, Inc via Getty Images file
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Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis on Monday charged former President Donald Trump
and 18 other people with more than 40 counts related to his attempt to overturn the 2020
election results. It’s a case Willis has been building for 18 months, having launched her probe just
one month after it became clear just how overt Trump had been in trying to subvert the will of
Georgia’s voters.

The inciting incident, so to speak, was clear: Trump’s now infamous call with Secretary of State
Brad Raffensperger, where he insisted that officials could “find 11,000 votes” to flip Joe Biden’s
win. But that was just the most straightforward element of the plan. One of the central
components in the indictment involves a scheme to use a supposed quirk in election law to
replace the state’s 16 presidential electors with an unauthorized alternative slate. Accordingly, a
full 17 of the charges against Trump and his co-defendants are related to this plot.

At least eight of these fake electors have agreed to immunity deals with Willis. While the scheme
was ultimately unsuccessful, Willis’ indictment makes it clear that the corrupt attempt to sow
chaos in the counting of electoral votes involved Trump and his co-conspirators lying to
everyone, including their own supposed allies, in his bid to retain power.

After every presidential election, members of the Electoral College meet to cast their votes for
president. These electors are part of a slate chosen ahead of the election to support each of the
candidates. Whichever candidate wins the popular vote has their slate of electors cast their
votes, which are submitted to Congress for counting on Jan. 6.

That’s exactly what happened in every state, including Georgia, on Dec. 14, 2020. That should
have been the end of it, but, under the direction of Rudy Giuliani, then Trump’s lawyer, the
Republican slate of pro-Trump electors also assembled in Georgia and six other states to cast
their votes.

One of the central components in the indictment involves a
scheme to use a supposed quirk in election law to replace the
state’s 16 presidential electors with an unauthorized
alternative slate.
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Those votes didn’t have the force of law behind them. All of the court cases challenging the
results had already been tossed out at this point, including at the Supreme Court on Dec. 11 when
it rejected a suit from Texas challenging the results in Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan and
Wisconsin. The Trump campaign’s legal team, which had been helping organize the elector
slates, stepped back from the effort after that point. One campaign lawyer testified to the House
Jan. 6 committee that he’d told his colleagues that “unless we have litigation pending like in
these states, like I don’t think this is appropriate or, you know, this isn’t the right thing to do.”

But the plot still went forward. The “fake electors” cast their votes and signed their names to
documents lawyer Kenneth Chesebro had provided to them. From there, the plan was to send
those documents to Congress and the National Archives as the “real” electoral votes in those
states. As Chesebro wrote in an email obtained by the Jan. 6 committee, “the purpose of having
the electoral votes sent in to Congress is to provide the opportunity to debate the election
irregularities in Congress, and to keep alive the possibility that the votes could be flipped to
Trump.” (Chesebro and Giuliani are most likely two of the six unnamed co-conspirators special
counsel Jack Smith described in the indictment.)

Admittedly, the “fake electors plot” sounds like something you might have briefly heard about in
high school history class as you raced through the post-Civil War era. That’s fitting, because it’s
based on a willful misreading of a 19th century law, the Electoral Count Act. Under the theory
put forward by lawyer John Eastman — another unindicted co-conspirator — the vice president

Maddow: As states take lead on fake elector probes, Trump's role is a likely endpoint
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could unilaterally determine whether certain electoral votes were valid when Congress
assembled to count them.

This was incorrect — and Congress modified the law last year to make that explicit — but it still
formed the backbone of the attempt to either throw out the electoral votes of seven states
altogether or send them back to their GOP-controlled state legislatures to potentially declare the
Trump slates authentic. That included Georgia, where Trump’s allies had been leaning on the
members of the Legislature for months in preparation of having it vote to affirm the 16 fake
electors.

While members of the Trump campaign were publicly insisting that the efforts to arrange the
fake electors were just a contingency plan, many of the steps taken to have them sow confusion
took place in plain sight, despite some failed pleas from the plot’s organizers to have the electors
work “in complete secrecy.” As I wrote last year, “many of these efforts, including the pro-Trump
slates of electors in states he didn’t win, were dismissed as ‘political stunts.’ But here’s the thing:
It’s only a ‘stunt’ if you know it’s not going to work. A ‘stunt’ is meant for show. It seems, though,
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Yes, she has the goods. No, this will be a tough
case.

Do you think Fani Willis will be able to convict
Trump in Georgia?
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that the Trump campaign was hoping its plan would be consequential; in other words, it lacked
the presumption of failure.”

Which brings us back to the fake electors’ legal liability: For that reason, Smith and the Justice
Department been eyeing the “fake electors” component of the plot for nearly a year now. Several
of those Republicans who signed onto the fake documents have been called in to testify to a
federal grand jury in Washington in exchange for limited immunity. Smith had also begun
homing in on whether lawyers like Giuliani “were following specific instructions from Trump or
others, and what those instructions were,” in coordinating the scheme, according to The
Washington Post.

There has been a growing legal threat for the fake electors themselves at the state level, as well.
Last month, Michigan Attorney General Dana Nessel charged 16 of them with eight felony counts
each, including forgery for putting their names to fake documents. A similar probe is underway
in Arizona. And while many have taken Willis’ offer of immunity in exchange for their testimony,
there are still several who were previously told that they are targets in her criminal investigation.

They include former Georgia GOP chair David Shafer, Shawn Still and Cathleen Latham, all of
whom joined Trump in being charged as part of the scheme under Georgia’s anti-racketeering,
or RICO, laws. The three of them were also charged with impersonating public officers under
Georgia state law for having "unlawfully falsely held themselves out as the duly elected and
qualified presidential electors." Trump, Giuliani, Eastman, Chesebro and two others have been
charged with conspiring with those fake electors "with intent to mislead" officials into believing
they were actual electors. There are also several other charges related to: forging, and conspiring
to forge, those fake electoral certificates, pressuring officials to accept the fake electors and
submitting false statements related to the scheme.
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All in all, Willis appears to have thrown the book at the participants in this case, finding every
instance possible when Trump and his allies broke the law in trying to bring this scheme to
fruition. It's a massive amount of evidence, a huge number of charges, and it will be fascinating
to see which states follow Willis' lead to bring similar cases for this intensely well-documented
attempt to steal an election.

Hayes Brown

Hayes Brown is a writer and editor for MSNBC Daily, where he helps frame the news of the day for readers. He was previously at
BuzzFeed News and holds a degree in international relations from Michigan State University.
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Fake Electors 'Perfectly'
Positioned to Flip on Donald
Trump: Kirschner

411

Many of the fake electors and co-conspirators from former President Donald Trump's
alleged election interference scheme in Georgia are "perfectly" positioned to �ip on him,
according to former federal prosecutor Glenn Kirschner.

Trump last month was hit with his fourth criminal indictment, this time stemming from
his alleged efforts to overturn the results of the 2020 presidential election in Georgia
using a slate of fake electors. Resulting from a long-term investigation led by Fulton
County District Attorney Fani Willis, Trump, and 18 other co-defendants, were charged
with state-level violations of the Racketeer In�uenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO)
Act, among other charges. Trump has pleaded not guilty to the charges against him, as
he has done for all of the other cases he is embroiled in.

Among the co-defendants in the case, several, including former White House chief of
staff Mark Meadows, attempted to petition for their cases to be moved to a federal court,
which could result in a friendlier Trump-appointed judge and a friendly jury pool.

By Thomas Kika
Weekend Staff Writer
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Meadows' bid was ultimately rejected by a Northern District of Georgia judge and had
been questioned by legal experts, since it required him to be questioned under oath prior
to his actual trial.

Appearing on MSNBC's The Katie Phang Show on Sunday, Kirschner, who spent decades
as a U.S. attorney before becoming a legal analyst with staunchly critical views of Trump
for various news outlets, told host Katie Phang that he would advise the co-defendants to
withdraw their motions for removal, adding that they are well-positioned to �ip on Trump
moving forward.
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Former President Donald Trump is seen. Former federal prosecutor Glenn Kirschner on Sunday argued that
Trump's Georgia co-defendants are well-positioned to �ip on him.
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"[I would] say, 'It's time to withdraw your motion, your attempt to have your case
transferred to federal court, and it's time to cut a deal,'" Kirschner said. "I mean, many of
these fake electors have already gone on record as saying, 'We were acting at Donald
Trump's direction.' That perfectly positions them to be cooperating witnesses."

Newsweek reached out to other legal experts via email for comment.
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During his arraignment hearing in Fulton County, Georgia, Trump indicated to a judge that
he "may" be considering a similar motion to request that his case be moved to a federal
court. The former president previously attempted such a request for his state charges in
New York, but was shot down by a judge.

Legal experts have suggested that Trump might �nd more success with this tactic in
Georgia, given that his alleged conduct was more closely tied to his o�cial duties during
his time as president, but Meadows' rejection on similar grounds cast uncertainty onto
the possibility.
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Prosecutors push back on efforts by 3 Trump
'fake electors' to have their Georgia cases
moved to federal court
A judge heard arguments Wednesday in the Georgia election interference case.

By Lucien Bruggeman and Olivia Rubin
September 20, 2023, 1:20 PM

Fulton County prosecutors rebutted claims that three so-called "alternate
electors" amounted to federal officials during a hearing Wednesday in
District Attorney Fani Willis' Georgia election interference case.
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Judge Steve Jones, for a third time, heard arguments during an evidentiary
hearing in Atlanta on the issue of federal removal, this time from David
Shafer, Shawn Still and Cathy Latham -- three of former President Donald
Trump's so-called "alternate electors" who are charged in the conspiracy
case.

The three are following in the footsteps of former Trump Chief of Staff Mark
Meadows and former Department of Justice official Jeffrey Clark, two federal
officials who were charged in the case and have sought to move their cases
based on a federal law that calls for the removal of criminal proceedings
brought in state court to the federal court system when a federal official or
someone acting under them is charged for actions they allegedly took while
acting "under color" of their office.

Shafer, Still and Latham are charged with impersonating a public officer and
forgery, among other crimes, after they allegedly met with 13 other
individuals in December 2020 and put forward electors' certificates falsely
stating that Trump won the state and declaring themselves the state's "duly
elected and qualified" electors.

Attorneys for the three told the judge that their clients' efforts were legal and
that their actions qualify them to have their cases removed to federal court.

But Fulton County prosecutors slammed the defendants' argument as a
"fantasy" that was "untethered" to reality.

"These private parties did not transform into public officials by committing a
crime," prosecutor Anna Cross told the court. "They were not federal
officials. They were not electors at all."

MORE: Judge denies Mark Meadows' bid to remove his Georgia

election case to federal court
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Tensions in the courtroom flared briefly after one of Shafer's attorneys, Craig
Gillen, accused prosecutors of targeting the electors over their support for
former President Trump, which he called a "sad state of affairs."

As a defendant, Gillen said, "if you're for Trump, buckle up. You're in the
danger zone."

Cross called the accusation "borderline offensive."

"That's an accusation that the state 100% rejects," the prosecutor said.

Attorneys for the three defendants laid out their arguments as to why their
elector plan was legal, and why it places them under federal law and qualifies
for removal.

"What bugs me is that these three have been labeled as 'fake' [electors],"
Gillen said. "They served pursuant to federal law."

Fulton County Sheriff's Ofce

David Shafer, Shawn Still and Cathy Latham are seen in mugshots provided by the Fu... Show more
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Gillen, in a 30-minute PowerPoint presentation, made his case that authority
over the electors was turned over to the federal government after he said the
state of Georgia "missed" the "critical" Dec. 8, 2020, safe harbor deadline for
states to certify their results, by not resolving the pending litigation filed the
Trump campaign by that date.

"They did their duty," Gillen said of the so-called alternate electors.

"When the state misses the safe harbor date," added Holly Pierson, another
attorney for Shafer, "the power goes back Congress."

Pierson also pushed back on the state's claim that electors are not federal
officers.

"Our clients did what federal law allows them to do," Pierson said.

Judge Jones took the matter under advisement and said he would try to
issue a ruling as quickly as possible, but did not offer a timeframe.

The three defendants could face an uphill battle after Jones earlier this
month denied Meadows' bid to have his case removed. Clark is awaiting a
ruling on his motion, while Meadows is continuing his efforts on appeal.

Trump and 18 others were charged last month in a sweeping racketeering
indictment for alleged efforts to overturn the results of the 2020 presidential
election in the state of Georgia. All 19 defendants have pleaded not guilty to
the charges.

Shafer previously served as the chair of the Georgia Republican Party, while
Still is currently a Georgia state senator and Latham was the GOP chair for
Coffee County.

MORE: Appeals court to hear arguments on Mark Meadows'

effort to pause lower court's ruling in Georgia election case
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None of the three are appeared in court for their joint hearing, after each
submitted a waiver for their in-person appearances. Clark also did not
appear for his hearing, while Meadows testified at his own hearing for over
three hours.

Shafer, Still and Cathy Latham have argued in court filings that they qualify
for removal because they were acting as federal officials, under federal
authority, in their role as alternate electors.

"The role of presidential elector is a federal one -- created and directed by the
United States Constitution and Congress," the motion from Still's attorney
argued. "Thus, Mr. Still, acting as a presidential elector, was a federal officer."

But that argument has drawn sharp rebuke from the Fulton County DA's
office, who said the individuals "falsely impersonated" real electors and do
not qualify for removal.

"Defendants and his fellow fraudulent electors conspired in a scheme to
impersonate true Georgia presidential electors," the DA's office wrote in a
filing. "Their fiction is not entitled to recognition by the Court."

"'Contingent electors' are not presidential electors," the filing said, adding
that "there is no prize for first runner up in the Electoral college."

Judge Jones, in denying Meadows' bid to move his case to federal court, said
Meadows failed to show how the allegations in the indictment were related
to any of his official duties as Trump's chief of staff.

Instead, Jones said Meadows' actions were "taken on behalf of the Trump
campaign with an ultimate goal of affecting state election activities and
procedures."
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